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Figure 3.10. Plot of average fat signal and its fitted exponential decay curve. 
The averaged fat signal decay (solid line) from the voxels of mainly fat is compared to 

the fitted curve assuming a single exponential function (dotted line), 𝑒
WXYZ XY [\]

X^_ , with 
estimated T2f (= 103 ms). The two lines are close to each other. ·····························	72	
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Figure 3.17. In vivo RADGRASE data acquired with and without fat signal suppression 
(fat sat).  

In the T2 and the T2w maps, the areas of adipose tissue (defined as FF > 0.8) are nulled 
and the maps are overlaid on the TE image (TE = 67 ms). (A) When the fat signal is not 
taken into account, the values in the T2 map, obtained with Equation 3.3, are higher 
compared to those in the corresponding T2w maps. The T2w map from Equation 3.11 
showed underestimation in the lower T2w values (at arrows). Overall, all T2w maps were 
similar to the T2 map from (B). ···········································································	84 
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Figure 4.2. A schematic diagram of the single shot DW-EPI pulse sequence.  
Gradients placed before and after the 180° RF pulse (shown by the blue shaded area) 
are called diffusion sensitizing gradients (DG). In this figure, DG are applied to all 
directions (X, Y, Z). ·························································································	99 
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Figure 4.11. DW images with SPAIR and IRSS fat suppression.  
(Left) SPAIR fat suppression was used with DW-EPI on the 3 T Siemens scanner. 
(Right) The IRSS method was used with DW-EPI on the 1.5 T GE scanner. ···········	107 
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Figure 4.19. ADCw and 𝑆; estimation with the different 𝑆; ranges.  
The widest possible range of 𝑆; = [0, 1] gave the best estimation, yielding most of ADCw 

values close to the gold standard ADCw. The corresponding 𝑆; map also gave better 
results. The voxels towards the left of the 𝑆; map have higher 𝑆; values as expected.	
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Figure 4.26. Plots of log(Frac50) and the mean T2w against the mean ADCw.  
(Left) log(Frac50) was correlated with mean ADCw: 𝛽M = 359 (p-value = 0.002, R2 = 
0.92) for Equation 4.1, and 𝛽M = 193 (p-value = 0.01, R2 = 0.79) for Equation 4.3. (Right) 
mean T2w was correlated with mean ADCw: 𝛽M = 9.5 (p-value = 0.007, R2 = 0.84) for 
Equation 4.1, and 𝛽M = 5.0 (p-value = 0.026, R2 = 0.68) for Equation 4.3. 
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Figure 5.7. Examples of opening and closing operations.  
The same circular structuring element (shown in Figure 5.6) was applied on the ROI for 
(left) opening and (right) closing operations. The result masks are shown as dotted 
contoured line in (left) magenta and (right) red, respectively. ·······························	145	
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Figure 5.14. Automated and manual ROIs overlaid on water images.  
These two example images show that the differences between the ROIs were mainly in 
areas close to the sternum or the axilla (armpit), indicated at arrows. ·····················	157 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Breast cancer is the most common and the second most fatal cancer among women 

in the U.S. Current knowledge indicates that there is a relationship between high breast 

density (measured by mammography) and increased breast cancer risk. However, the 

biology behind this relationship is not well understood. This may be due to the limited 

information provided by mammography which only yields information on the relative 

amount of fibroglandular to adipose tissue in the breast. In our studies, breast density is 

assessed using quantitative MRI, in which MRI-based tissue-dependent parameters are 

derived voxel-wise by mathematically modeling the acquired MRI signals. Specifically, 

we use data from a radial gradient- and spin-echo imaging technique, previously developed 

in our group, to assess fat fraction and T2 of the water component in relation to breast 

density. In addition, we use diffusion-weighted imaging to obtain another parameter, 

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of the water component in the breast. Each parametric 

map provides a different type of information: fat fraction gives the amount of fat present 

in the voxel, the T2 of water spin relaxation is sensitive to the water component in the tissue, 

and the ADC of water yields other type of information, such as tissue cellularity. The 

challenge in deriving these parameters from breast MRI data is the presence of abundant 

fat in the breast, which can cause artifacts in the images and can also affect the parameter 

estimation. We approached this problem by modifying the imaging sequence (as in the case 

of diffusion-weighted imaging) and by exploring new signal models that describe the MRI 

signal accounting for the presence of fat. In this work, we present the improvements made 
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in the imaging sequence and in the parametric mapping algorithms using simulation and 

phantom experiments. We also present preliminary results in vivo in the context of breast 

density-related tissue characterization.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Breast cancer 

Breast cancer is the most common and the second most fatal cancer among women 

in the U.S. (1). It accounts for ~29% of all new cancer incidents in female (246,660 cases 

out of 843,820) and ~ 16% of them will die from the disease. The deaths from breast cancer 

accounts for ~14% of all deaths caused by cancers to all organs combined (1).  

Breast cancer can be classified into different types based on biopsy findings: ductal 

cancer, lobular cancer, invasive (or infiltrating) cancer, non-invasive cancer, inflammatory 

breast cancer, and other rare types of cancers (e.g., Paget disease of the nipple, phyllodes 

tumor, and angiosarcoma) (2). Breast cancer can be further classified into estrogen receptor 

(ER) positive/negative (+/−), progesterone receptor (PR) +/−, and human epidermal growth 

factor receptor 2 (HER2) +/−. The hormonal positivity helps physicians select more 

effective cancer treatment that is specific to the group. For example, in ER+ or PR+ breast 

cancers, patients have options to go through hormonal therapy after surgery as adjuvant 

therapy, or before surgery as neo-adjuvant therapy to help reduce the risk for breast cancer 

and to prevent a recurrence. These treatment options, however, are ineffective in ER− or 

PR− patients (3). 

There are many risk factors for breast cancer but not all have the same effect. In 

general, the risk factors can be split into two categories: modifiable and non-modifiable. 
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Modifiable factors that are associated with increased risk of breast cancer include: being 

overweight or obese, use of menopausal hormone therapy (combined estrogen and 

progestin), lack of physical activity, heavy smoking (particularly in women who start 

smoking before their first pregnancy), and alcohol consumption. Non-modifiable factors 

come from: older age, personal or familial history of breast or ovarian cancer, inherited 

genetic alterations in breast cancer susceptibility genes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2, high 

bone mineral density, and high volume of glandular tissue. Non-modifiable risk factors, 

such as the BRCA gene mutations, are considered more influential risk factors (3). A 

woman is considered at “high risk” if: she or first-degree relatives carry the BRCA 

mutation genes, has received chest radiation therapy between the age of 10 and 30, has 

personal history of breast cancer or invasive ovarian carcinoma, her mother or sister has 

had early-onset breast cancer, had a previous breast biopsy showing lobular carcinoma in 

situ (LCIS), atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH), or atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH) (4).  

 

1.2. Breast tissue 

The main tissue components in the breast are fibroglandular and adipose (or fatty) 

tissues. The fibroglandular tissue is comprised of lobes of glands and ducts (mostly located 

in the central part of the breast extending from the nipples) and the connective tissue that 

supports them (5). The amount of glandular tissue in the breast is known to increase with 

hormonal activity, thus in pre-menopausal women there is an increase in glandular tissue 
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during: the menstrual cycle (6), pregnancy and the following lactating stage (7). After 

menopause, the amount of glandular tissue decreases and it is replaced with fatty tissue.  

 

1.3. The use of imaging for early detection of cancer and cancer risk  

Early detection of cancer can expand treatment options for curing the disease. To 

detect breast cancer at an early stage, mammography is used to image the breasts. The 

American Cancer Society (ACS) guidelines recommend that women have an annual 

mammogram starting at age 45. However, detecting breast cancer with mammography in 

breasts with a high content of fibroglandular tissue (i.e. dense breast) is challenging. False 

positive on benign lesions is another problem with mammography. The ACS states that 

95% of the 10% of women who have an abnormal mammogram do not have cancer (1).  

For women at high risk for breast cancer, annual screening via magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) is recommended in addition to mammography; in general, this 

recommendation starts at age 30 (8). According to the ACS guidelines, MRI should be used 

in addition to, not instead of, a screening mammogram. This is because although MRI is 

more sensitive to detect cancer than a mammogram, it may still miss some cancers a 

mammogram would detect (3). When MRI is used, a gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast agent 

is typically used to evaluate a known or suspected breast tumor.  
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1.3.1. X-Ray mammography 

Mammography is a radiographic imaging modality that measures the reduction 

(attenuation) of X-rays that go through breast tissues. The imaging is done one breast at a 

time at two or more different angles. In mammography, two plates are used to compress or 

flatten the breast so that X-rays penetrate through less layers of overlapping tissues (9). X-

rays interact with electrons of atoms in materials and this interaction attenuates the energy 

of X-rays. A film or a detector converts X-ray photons to digital signals. The 

mammographic image shows the degree of X-ray attenuation of different tissues (10); 

pixels corresponding to tissues with higher X-ray attenuation appear brighter. Fat is 

radiologically translucent and appears dark on a mammogram, whereas fibroglandular 

tissues and tumors are radiologically dense and appear bright. Radiologists look at the size, 

shape, and margins (edges) of the bright regions of the mammogram to diagnose tumors 

(11). 

In recent years, a technique known as digital breast tomosynthesis has emerged as 

an alternative to conventional 2D mammography. Digital breast tomosynthesis is capable 

of forming a 3D image by acquiring data at multiple angles, which increases the doses of 

ionizing radiation. It was reported that breast tomosynthesis can improve the breast cancer 

diagnosis (12). However, tomosynthesis is not available everywhere and it is not certain if 

the benefit outweighs the increased risks associated with more exposures to ionizing 

radiation. Therefore, as of 2016 the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force concluded that 

there is not enough evidence to suggest that tomosynthesis should be the primary screening 

method for breast cancer (13). 
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1.3.2. Mammographic breast density 

Mammographic screening is done not only to detect cancer but also to evaluate one 

of the strongest, non-familial risk factors, breast density (BD) (14). BD is a measure used 

to describe the ratio (or proportion) of fibroglandular to adipose tissue. In the clinic, 

mammographic imaging is used to assess BD (15). The American College of Radiology 

Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) has categories that are determined 

based on the visual inspection of mammograms by an experienced radiologist. The 

categories, which are based on the relative amount of bright (fibroglandular) to dark (fatty) 

pixels, are: 1 (predominately fat), 2 (scattered densities), 3 (heterogeneously dense), and 4 

(extremely dense) (16).  

Other methods include computer-assisted measurements that are based on 

interactive thresholding (e.g. Cumulus software and other similar programs) (17, 18). With 

the Cumulus software, a user interface is used to semi-automatically segment the breast 

and fibroglandular tissues within it. The segmented areas are used to automatically 

calculate the percent mammographic density from the fibroglandular and total breast areas. 

The values can be categorized into the different BI-RADS categories in subsequent 

analysis (15). 

The BI-RADS scoring is routinely included in mammographic reports in the U.S. 

Quantitative BD measurement using Cumulus or other similar methods has been limited to 

research studies because it requires user training and digitized images from mammographic 

films or processed images from digital mammography (15). It is also a time-consuming 

task and hence not practical in clinical use. 
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1.3.3. Mammographic breast density and breast cancer risk 

Higher mammographic BD is associated with higher breast cancer risk. Recent 

studies have shown that BD can serve as a predictive biomarker for treatment response (19-

21). Particularly, a reduction in BD was shown to correlate with treatment efficacy 

associated with tamoxifen (21, 22). Tamoxifen is used for the systematic treatment for ER+ 

breast cancer and it is also approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for 

the prevention of breast cancer in women at high risk (23). Since studies showed that BD 

is a modifiable risk factor through chemo-preventative treatment, there is an increased 

interest in using BD as a treatment response biomarker in clinical trials. Using 

mammographic BD in longitudinal studies as an endpoint of treatment is limited due to 

exposure to ionizing radiation. As a safe alternative, BD measurements using MRI has been 

investigated (24-29).  

 

1.3.4. MRI-based breast density 

 MRI is a non-invasive imaging modality that operates in the radio frequency (RF) 

range, so it does not utilize harmful ionizing radiation. Thus, repeated MRI exams are 

possible for longitudinal studies. Moreover, MRI has 3D imaging capabilities providing a 

more detailed survey of the breast anatomy compared to conventional mammography 

where the breast volume is compressed into one 2D image. Another advantage of MRI is 

its excellent soft-tissue contrast compared to X-ray absorption (30).  
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At a molecular level, MRI observes the way protons respond to the external 

magnetic field at a sub-atomic level. Protons reside in a nucleus along with neutrons in an 

atom. A nucleus that has an odd number of protons or neutrons possesses a net spin. For 

the purposes of MRI, spins can be interpreted semi-classically as charged particles that spin 

uniformly around an axis passing through their center. While any nucleus with a spin can 

be used in MRI, the proton of the hydrogen (1H) is commonly imaged because it is plentiful 

in human bodies (e.g. present in water and fat) and thus, yield a large signal (31).  

 In MRI, the signals associated with fibroglandular tissues are essentially coming 

from 1H in the water molecules. The signals associated with fat in adipose tissue come for 

the 1H in the triglyceride molecules. The water and the fat molecules have very distinct 

structures and therefore yield signals with differentiable MRI properties. These properties 

can be exploited to enhance the contrast between fibroglandular and fatty tissue in the 

breast, from which BD can be assessed.  

The following chapter describes the basic MRI concepts related to the experiments 

discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.  
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CHAPTER 2 

MRI 

 

2.1. NMR phenomenon 

 MRI is based on the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) phenomenon. The NMR 

or MRI scanner has a strong magnet that creates a static magnetic field, B0, pointing in the 

direction of the bore of the scanner (based on conventional notation, the direction of B0 is 

along the Z axis in a coordinate system in the laboratory frame). A typical magnetic field 

strength in the context of clinical MRI varies from 1.5 to 3 Tesla (T). Spin-possessing 

nuclei are randomly oriented in the absence of a magnetic field. However, when they are 

placed in a magnetic field, the bulk of spins generates a net magnetization vector (M0) 

along B0. The nuclei that constitute M0 also wobble around B0 at a certain frequency. This 

wobbling is called precession and the precessional frequency is governed by the Larmor 

equation:  

𝜔K = 𝛾BK				 2.1 , 

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and ω0 is called the Larmor or resonance frequency. It is 

important to note that the gyromagnetic ratio is a constant that is directly proportional to 

the charge of the nucleus and inversely proportional to its mass; 1H has a relatively large 

gyromagnetic ratio (2.675×108 radian/s·T) due to its small mass. By tuning the NMR 

machine to the resonance frequency of 1H (at 1.5 T, the resonance frequency of 1H is 63.86 
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MHz) we can detect the bulk precession of the spins in molecules such as water and fat 

(32). 

 In NMR, a signal is detected using an RF receiver coil which is sensitive to the 

magnetization perpendicular to B0, i.e. the magnetization in the XY or transverse plane 

(33). Thus, M0 needs to be tipped toward the transverse plane for signal detection. To tip 

M0 away from B0, a second magnetic field, B1, is applied perpendicular to B0 via an RF 

pulse tuned to the Larmor frequency. B1 is applied only for a short period of time (in the 

order of 1-3 ms in MRI). When B1 tips M0 into the XY plane, as depicted in Figure 2.1, 

the RF excitation is referred to as the 90° excitation. This process gives rise to a changing 

magnetic field in the XY plane, Mxy, which induces a measurable voltage within an RF 

receiver coil (34). The detected signal generated by a single RF pulse is called a free 

induction decay (FID) (35). 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Excitation of the net magnetization into the XY or transverse plane. An RF 
pulse is applied to tip the net magnetization, M0, by 90° into the XY plane. This is called 
a 90° excitation. 
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2.1.1. Relaxation 

Right after the 90° RF excitation, the magnitude of the net transverse magnetization 

is the largest. The generated FID signal rapidly decays due to: inhomogeneity in the static 

magnetic field, susceptibility effects caused by tissues surrounding the spins, and the 

interaction with local magnetic fields produced by neighboring spins. These perturbations 

change the resonance frequencies of the spins, thereby causing the spins to precess at 

different frequencies (32). Ultimately, this results in a dephasing of the spins that contribute 

to the net magnetization in the transverse plane to diminish its magnitude as time evolves, 

as depicted in Figure 2.2.   

 

 

Figure 2.2. Dephasing of spins after a 90° RF excitation. (Left) The spins are in-phase right 
after 90° RF excitation and the magnitude of Mxy is the largest. (Right) Field 
inhomogeneity and interactions between spins cause dephasing. As a result, the magnitude 
of the transverse magnetization (the magnitude of the sum of all vectors) becomes smaller.   
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The dephasing process is described by: 

	Mgh 𝑡 = Mgh 0 𝑒
W j
k̂∗						 2.2 , 

where Mxy is the magnitude of Mxy, t is time, T2
* is the time constant that describes the 

temporal scale associated with the dephasing, and Mxy(0) is Mxy right after the 90° RF 

excitation (at t = 0). This dephasing process has reversible and non-reversible components. 

The reversible component is caused by inhomogeneity in the external magnetic field and 

the sample-dependent susceptibilities. The non-reversible component is due to a random 

process dependent on fluctuations in the local magnetic fields caused by neighboring spins. 

The reversible and the non-reversible components are described by T2
† and T2, 

respectively. T2 is also referred to as the spin-spin relaxation parameter. The relationship 

of these components to T2
* is given by: 

1
𝑇G∗
=
1
𝑇G
+
1
𝑇G
m 															 2.3 . 

In the longitudinal plane, there is a different relaxation mechanism called the spin-

lattice or T1 relaxation, which describes the return of the net magnetization to its 

equilibrium state, M0. After the 90° RF excitation, the longitudinal component of the 

magnetization, Mz, is 0. As a result of energy exchange between the spins and the 

surrounding tissue (the lattice), Mz returns to its original equilibrium state, M0. The spin-

lattice relaxation following a 90° pulse is described by: 

Mn 𝑡 = 1 − 𝑒W
j
kp MK								 2.4 , 

where Mn(𝑡) is the magnitude of Mz, 𝑇M is the tissue-specific spin lattice relaxation 

parameter, describing the time required for Mn to recover to about 63% of MK. T1 relaxation 
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processes returns the system back to the thermal equilibrium (the original state before B1 

field was applied) (34). 

The relaxation parameters, T1 and T2, are important tissue-dependent parameters 

and can be estimated analytically by collecting data at multiple time points. T2 estimation 

will be further discussed in Chapter 3.  

 

2.1.2. Spin-echo 

The dephasing caused by T2
† relaxation (the reversible component) can be rephased 

by a technique called spin-echo (SE), as depicted in Figure 2.3. After a 90° RF excitation 

pulse (step 1 in Figure 2.3), the spins dephase due to T2 and T2
† effects, as depicted in step 

2 by the spreading of the arrows. If a second RF pulse is applied at t = t about the X-axis 

with enough energy to flip the spins by 180°, the spins will flip over to the opposite 

direction of the Y-axis as shown in step 3. The 180° RF pulse reverses the direction of spin 

dephasing and spins start to rephase (step 4). At t = 2t (step 5), the T2
† effects are 

completely rephased. The 180° RF pulse is called the refocussing pulse and the point where 

the spins are refocused is called the SE point. 
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Figure 2.3. Spin-echo experiment. The spin-echo signal is generated with a 90° excitation 
pulse (step 1) and a 180° RF refocusing pulse at t = t (step 3). Note that the time duration 
between the 90° and 180° RF pulses (Dt = t) is the same as the one between 180° refocusing 
pulse and the spin-echo point (Dt = t). 

 

 

In a SE experiment, the dephasing due to T2 is not refocused, hence the signal decays during 

the time 2t.  Figure 2.4 illustrates the signal decay of the transverse magnetization under 

T2
* and T2 relaxation mechanisms. Due to T2 relaxation, the SE signal is smaller than the 

original signal at t = 0. 
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Figure 2.4. The signal decay of the transverse magnetization after a 90° RF excitation. The 
dephasing due to T2

† relaxation is refocused at the spin-echo point at t = 2t from the 90° 
excitation as shown in the figure). Note that the dephasing from T2 relaxation is not 
reversible, thus the signal at the spin-echo point is smaller than the signal at t = 0.  

 
 
 

2.2. MRI 

2.2.1. MRI signal acquisition 

The FID signal, discussed above, does not contain spatial information. In MRI, the 

signal is spatially encoded by using magnetic field gradients along the X, Y, and Z 

directions, denoted here as Gx, Gy, and Gz, respectively. Spatial encoding works by 

applying the gradient fields in addition to B0 to linearly change the magnetic field strength 

with position (30). Since the Larmor frequency is dependent on the magnetic field strength, 
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the magnetic field gradients change the resonant frequencies of the nuclei as a function of 

position.  

In 2D MRI, spins that are within a particular slice (location) along the Z-axis are 

selectively excited by applying a bandwidth limited RF pulse in conjunction with the Gz 

gradient. In a Cartesian MRI experiment, the phase of the spins in the selected XY plane 

is altered with respect to position prior to data acquisition using the Gy gradient (known as 

the phase-encoding gradient). During data acquisition, the Gx gradient is applied to vary 

the resonance frequencies of the spins along the readout direction (typically represented as 

the X direction) (32). The Gx gradient is typically known as the readout gradient. 

The collected MRI signal contains information on the spatial frequencies of the 

object that is being imaged. In other words, the MRI signal is collected in the spatial 

frequency domain known as k-space. K-space is a set of complex numbers from which an 

image is generated using a 2D inverse fast Fourier transform, if data are collected in a 

Cartesian grid (as shown in Figure 2.5) (35). The size of the k-space matrix is determined 

by the number of sampling points along the readout direction (number of points along kx) 

and the total number of ky or phase encoding lines.  
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Figure 2.5. Schematic diagram of a Cartesian k-space trajectory. The readout lines are 
represented by arrows. An image is generated from k-space data using a 2D inverse fast 
Fourier transform (FFT-1). 

 

 

In k-space, the central portion has the low spatial frequency signals, which for most 

objects has the majority of the signal energy and provides most of the contrast information 

between tissues. The outer part of k-space contains the high spatial frequency signals and 

has information of fine structures such as tissue boundaries but less on the bulk contrast of 

images (35).  

A sufficient number of k-space data points needs to be collected to allow 

reconstruction of the image. In order to do so, the Nyquist sampling criterion (32) must be 

satisfied, which states that data must be sampled such that the sampling step in k-space, 

D𝑘, is smaller than 1/𝐴, where 𝐴 is the size of the object to be imaged. This means that the 

field-of-view (FOV) must be larger than the object size: 

𝐹𝑂𝑉w > 𝐴w, 𝑜𝑟	D𝑘w 	<
1
𝐴w
	, 
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𝐹𝑂𝑉| > 𝐴|, 𝑜𝑟	D𝑘| 	<
1
𝐴|
	. 

Thus, to avoid aliasing, sampling in k-space is done to satisfy the above conditions.  

 

2.2.2. Spin-echo imaging 

In most MRI experiments, and all experiments described in this dissertation, the 

signals along the readout direction are collected as echoes. The basic MRI acquisition 

techniques (known as pulse sequences) are the SE and the gradient-echo (GRE) imaging.  

Figure 2.6 shows schematic diagrams of the Cartesian SE MRI pulse sequence and 

k-space trajectory to collect data. After the 90° RF pulse, the navigating point in k-space is 

at the origin (red dot shown in k-space as step 1). The pre-positioning gradients waveforms 

in the Gx and Gy direction (step 2 in the pulse sequence) take the point to the (kx, ky) 

location, indicated by the orange dotted line. After the 180° RF refocussing pulse, the 

coordinate (kx, ky) is flipped to the (-kx, -ky) point, from which one line of k-space data are 

collected (blue line) by turning the readout gradient on (step 3). In order to collect signals 

for a different k-space line, the experiment is repeated using a different Gy strength as 

indicated by step 4. The time between 90° excitations is known as the repetition time, TR.  

The time between the 90° RF excitation and the center of the echo signal is the echo time, 

TE. 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic diagrams of the Cartesian spin-echo pulse sequence and the k-space 
navigation. The generated signal is collected as one k-space line (blue line in the k-space 
diagram) per 90° RF excitation with the echo centered at the echo time (TE). In order to 
collect signals for the entire k-space, this experiment is repeated, and the time between 90° 
RF pulses is called the repetition time (TR).   

 

 

In general, the signal intensity or the contrast between tissues in MRI images can be altered, 

depending on their intrinsic relaxation properties and how the data are acquired. There are 

many image acquisition techniques and the details of a pulse sequence can be modified 

using different imaging parameters (33). In SE imaging, TE and TR can be changed to alter 

the contrast between tissues. TE is used to manipulate T2 contrast; since dephasing due to 
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T2
† relaxation is refocused at the SE point, the signal decay is due to T2 decay rather than 

T2
*. T1 contrast in SE imaging is controlled by TR.  

One of the problems with the SE technique is that the entire acquisition is time-

consuming because TR needs to be in the order of seconds to allow sufficient time for the 

magnetization to recover (through T1 relaxation) to optimize the signal. To speed up the 

data acquisition, another method called fast spin-echo (FSE) can be used (32).  

 

2.2.3. Fast spin-echo imaging 

Figure 2.7 shows schematic diagrams of the FSE pulse sequence and the k-space 

navigation. Instead of using just one 180° RF pulse, FSE uses a series of 180° RF pulses 

after the 90° excitation with the goal of refocusing the signal at multiple SE points within 

one TR period. In a Cartesian FSE pulse sequence, different amplitudes of the Gy gradient 

are used for each SE point so that different k-space lines are acquired in one TR period, as 

shown with different colors in Figure 2.7. In FSE, the total scan time is reduced by the echo 

train length (ETL = total number of SE points within one TR period) compared to a SE 

experiment. In Cartesian FSE, the image contrast is determined by the effective echo time 

(TEeff), the time at which the central lines of k-space are being filled (32). The FSE image 

has a similar contrast to the SE image acquired with TE = TEeff and the same TR. 
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Figure 2.7. Cartesian FSE pulse sequence and the k-space readouts for ETL = 4. In FSE, a 
series of 180° RF pulses are applied to refocus the signal at multiple SE points within one 
TR period. Different amplitudes of the Gy gradient are used at each SE point (as shown 
with a different color per readout line) to acquire multiple k-space lines in one TR period.  

 

 

2.2.4. Gradient-echo imaging 

In the SE/FSE pulse sequence, the echo is formed by the RF refocusing pulse. 

Another way to generate an echo is to use magnetic field gradients to manipulate the spin 

phases. This is the basis of the GRE pulse sequences. In GRE imaging, the readout gradient, 

Gx, is applied with the negative polarity first to accelerate dephasing, and a second gradient 

with the positive polarity is applied to refocus those phases and generate the GRE, as shown 

in Figure 2.8.  
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Figure 2.8. Gradient-echo (GRE) generation using magnetic field gradient (Gx). (A) After 
an RF excitation pulse, FID appears. (B) A dephasing gradient with the negative polarity 
is first applied to accelerate dephasing, then a second gradient with the positive polarity is 
applied to rephase the spins to generate a GRE. 

 

 

Figure 2.9 shows schematic diagrams of the Cartesian GRE pulse sequence and the 

k-space navigation. After the initial excitation (represented by a° because in the GRE pulse 

sequence, the excitation is typically < 90°), the pre-positioning gradients with amplitudes, 

-Gx and Gy, (step 2) take the k-space point toward to the (-kx, ky) location. The direction of 

k-space is reversed by changing the polarity of the readout gradient before collecting a line 

of data (step 3).  In the next a° excitation, the amplitude of Gy is changed to collect another 

line of k-space data (step 4). In GRE imaging, there is no 180° refocusing pulse, and 
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therefore the contrast is determined by T2
* decay. Effects from T1 relaxation are controlled 

by both TR and the angle a° used to tip the magnetization.  

 

 

Figure 2.9. Schematic diagrams of GRE pulse sequence k-space navigation. The pre-
positioning gradients along Gx and Gy (orange colored, step 2) take the k-space point 
toward negative kx before readout (step 3). Next k-space line is acquired with a different 
Gy strength (step 4).  
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2.2.5. Radial acquisition  

Thus far, k-space sampling has been explained in the context of a Cartesian 

trajectory. Another way to sample k-space is by following a radial trajectory where k-space 

is filled on a polar grid, as shown in Figure 2.10. Because the center of k-space is 

oversampled compared to the Cartesian trajectory, radial acquisitions have the advantage 

of reducing artifacts due to motion (36); by heavily sampling the data near the center of k-

space, the effects of motion are averaged out. Another advantage of radial k-space 

trajectories is that the center of k-space is sampled often  allowing the reconstruction of 

data with high temporal resolution. This unique property of radial MRI is exploited in this 

dissertation for T2 mapping of the breast.   

 

 

Figure 2.10. Radial k-space trajectory. K-space is filled by sampling a polar grid.  
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Although the low spatial frequency region in k-space is densely sampled, the high 

spatial frequency region is comparatively sparse. As long as the Nyquist criterion is 

satisfied, aliasing can be avoided. In the radial trajectory, the Nyquist criterion is satisfied 

when the distance between two sampled points in the azimuthal direction (∆𝑘R)	equals the 

distance between two sampled points in the radial direction (∆𝑘T), as illustrated in Figure 

2.11. The radius, r, at which this condition is satisfied is called the Nyquist radius.   

 

 

Figure 2.11. Nyquist sampling illustration. The Nyquist criterion is satisfied when the 
distance between two sampled points in the azimuthal direction (∆𝑘R)	equals the distance 
between two sampled points in the radial direction (∆𝑘T). The radius, r, at which this 
condition is satisfied is called the Nyquist radius. 

 

 

A diagram of the Gx and Gy gradient waveforms for acquiring k-space data using a 

radial trajectory is presented in Figure 2.12 for a radial FSE pulse sequence. The color of 

the gradient waveforms indicates the corresponding (same-colored) line of readout in the 

k-space. The radial FSE pulse sequence is the basis of the radial gradient and spin-echo 

pulse sequence that will be described in Chapter 3 in the context of parametric breast 

imaging.  
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Figure 2.12. Radial FSE pulse sequence and k-space readouts. By changing the waveforms 
of Gx and Gy, k-space can be navigated radially. The color of the gradients indicates the 
corresponding (same-colored) line of readout in the k-space. 

 

 

2.2.6. Fat signal suppression  

In MRI, there is an option of suppressing signals coming from fat. There are mainly 

three ways to suppress the fat signal. Two of them are based on the fact that the water and 

the fat signals have different resonance frequencies. At the molecular level, local fields 

vary for protons in water and fat molecules. The chemical environment of protons can 

cause a shift in their resonance frequency due to magnetic shielding provided by the 

electron shell, where electrons shields the nucleus from the external static magnetic field 

(33, 35). The shift in the resonance frequency (known as the chemical shift) exists between 
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protons in the water molecule and the protons in the methylene and methyl groups in the 

fat molecule. The chemical shift between protons in water and methylene groups (the most 

abundant groups in the fat molecule) is roughly equal to 3.35 ppm, corresponding to a 

difference of about 214 Hz at 1.5 T (32).  

Based on the difference in chemical shift between fat and water, the fat signal can 

be suppressed when needed. In conventional MRI, this is typically accomplished prior to 

the regular data collection by selectively exciting the protons of the frequencies 

corresponding to the methylene/methyl groups and dephasing their signal with strong 

spoiler gradients. Alternatively, the water resonance can be selectively excited using a 

water-selective spectral-spatial (SS) RF pulse instead of a regular 90° RF pulse. The SS 

RF pulse is designed by using constructive/destructive shapes in the Fourier domain, i.e. 

when the RF is Fourier transformed, with the goal of exciting signal in the water frequency 

range (spectral selectivity). When the water-selective RF pulse is played along with a 

tailored Gz waveform, the SS RF only excites water signals within the slice/volume of 

interest (spatial selectivity). 

Another method to suppress the fat signal is based on T1 relaxation where a 180° 

non-selective RF pulse is used to invert the magnetization of all spins (water and fat) within 

the range of the RF transmitter coil. This method is called inversion-recovery (IR). The 

inversion RF pulse brings the magnitude of the net magnetization from M0 to –M0. After 

the inversion pulse, the magnetization of the fat and water spins starts to recover (or relax) 

back to equilibrium depending on their T1 relaxation time, as shown in Figure 2.13. At one 

point in this process, M0 will be zero (this point is known as the null point). Since the T1 
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values for water and fat spins are different, their null points are also different, as illustrated 

in the figure. If data are acquired at the null point of the spins corresponding to the strongest 

fat peak, the water spins will be the main contributors to the signal generation. The time 

from the inversion pulse to the 90° pulse is called inversion time (TI). At 1.5 T, a TI ~ 160 

ms is typically used to null the signal from fat spins.  

 

 

Figure 2.13. Longitudinal relaxation curves of fat and water signals after a 180° RF pulse. 
Here, all spins are assumed to start with the same longitudinal magnetization value, M0. 
M0 is inverted for both water and fat at t = 0. The time point at which M0 is zero is called 
the null point and it is different for water and fat. 

 

 

More recently, a method referred to as the SPectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery 

(SPAIR) technique (37) has been developed for improved fat suppression based on T1 

relaxation. SPAIR is a combination of IR and chemical frequency selective fat saturation. 

In SPAIR, the inversion RF pulse is an adiabatic pulse, which is a special class of RF pulses 
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capable of accurately exciting longitudinal and transverse magnetization by exactly 180º 

even when the B1 field is inhomogeneous (35). In adiabatic excitation, a transverse RF field 

is applied gradually (as opposed to a typical short pulse). The RF field strength (the 

magnitude of B1 field) is held constant, but its frequency is gradually increased from below 

resonance frequency to beyond resonance frequency. In the SPAIR method, the adiabatic 

inversion pulse is applied selectively on fat resonance frequency range and data acquisition 

starts at the null point of fat, similarly to the IR method. The advantage of SPAIR over the 

IR method is that the water signal has better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because is not 

inverted. 

 
 

2.3. Fat-water MRI 

Fat and water signals can also be observed together using fat-water MRI, a 

quantitative MRI method. In fat-water MRI, signals from fat and water can be separated 

analytically to generate fat and water images from which the relative amounts of fat and 

water signals are calculated voxel-wise.  

One way to separate these signals is by using a Dixon-type method. The Dixon 

method takes advantage of the phase differences between fat and water spins during their 

signal evolution in the transverse plane due to their different resonance frequencies (38). 

The most recent implementation of the Dixon method acquire data from at least three time 

points at which the phase between the fat and water spins is different. The acquired signal 

is described mathematically by (39):  
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𝑆 𝑡 = 𝑆H + 𝑆;𝑒}~_j 	𝑒W}�j								 2.5  

where 𝑆H and 𝑆; represent the unknown signal intensities from water and fat, respectively, 

𝐶; is the chemical shift frequency difference between water and fat in Hz, 𝑡 is time, and 𝜓 

is the unknown magnetic field inhomogeneity.  
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CHAPTER 3 

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS WITH FF AND T2w 

 

Parametric analysis is referred here to the analysis of parametric maps derived from 

MRI data. MRI parametric mapping is a voxel-wise estimation of parameters that allows 

to extract quantifiable information from images (40). The quantitative information can be 

used to differentiate and characterize tissues as well as to derive metrics to monitor 

treatment response and outcome. In this chapter, parametric mapping in the breast is 

explored using data acquired with a radial gradient-echo and spin-echo (RADGRASE) 

technique, previously developed in our lab.  

RADGRASE yields fat-water information using principles described in the Dixon 

technique in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3). In addition, RADGRASE yields information on the 

T2 of the water component (T2w). T2w is a useful parameter that can be used for tissue 

characterization (41-43). The ability to estimate water and fat signals and T2w values for 

every voxel from a single data collection is a novel feature of RADGRASE that other fat-

water MRI techniques do not have. The advantages of obtaining fat-water and T2w maps 

from a single RADGRASE data collection are: reduced imaging time and data co-

registration (41).  
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3.1 The RADGRASE imaging technique 

RADGRASE is based on the radial FSE pulse sequence but with several GREs 

collected during each SE period, as shown schematically in Figure 3.1. Only two out of the 

eight SE periods used in our work are shown in the diagram. In our work, we collect four 

GREs per SE period (indicated by E1-E4 in the figure) by switching the polarity of the 

readout gradients (Gx and Gy). Each GRE is acquired at a time Δtn from the SE point, as 

shown in the figure. Thus, fat and water have different phase shifts in echoes E1-E4 (41). 

On each SE period, data for k-space lines with the same angle are collected for all GREs 

(E1-E4), as shown in the figure. K-space lines for different angles are collected through the 

SE periods and used to generate the k-space data sets for the images corresponding to 

echoes E1-E4. Examples of the reconstructed GRE images from E1-E4 are shown in Figure 

3.2. Because water and fat have different phases, the contrast between those two tissues are 

different in each image.  
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of the RADGRASE pulse sequence and k-space filling. 
(Left) The diagram only shows the first two spin-echo (SE) periods. At each SE period, 
four gradient-echoes (GREs), shown as E1-E4, are collected at Δtn from the SE point by 
changing the polarity of the Gx and Gy gradients. (Right) K-space is filled in a polar grid 
with the same angle for all GREs per SE period (E1-E4 shown in different colors).  
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Figure 3.2. Breast images reconstructed from the gradient echoes, E1-E4. Each image was 
reconstructed from 256 radial lines with 256 points per line. Because water and fat have 
different phases at each echo, the contrast is different in each image. 

 

 

 
Breast imaging with RADGRASE 

The RADGRASE parameters, used in breast imaging, are summarized in Table 3.1. 

Unless mentioned otherwise, the data acquisition with RADGRASE took place on the 1.5 

T MRI scanner (GE, Signa HDxt NV-CV/i). All human studies were performed under 

informed consent with a protocol approved by the University of Arizona Institutional 

Review Board, and were HIPPA-compliant. In the human studies, data were acquired using 

an 8-channel phased array dual breast coil. A saturation band was placed over the heart to 

reduce artifacts from cardiac motion. The entire breast volume (covered with 19 axial 

slices) was imaged in ~3 minutes.  
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Table 3.1. RADGRASE parameters used for in vivo studies, unless mentioned otherwise. 

 
Imaging parameter Value(s) 
Acquisition matrix 256×256 
Slice orientation Axial  

FOV 34 cm
2 

Slice thickness 7 mm 
Slice gap 1 mm 

Number of averages 1 
ETL 8 
TR 6000 ms 

Receiver bandwidth (rBW) ±125 kHz 
rBW per pixel 977 Hz 
Phase shifts -5π/6, -π/6, π/2, 7π/6 

 

 

3.2. Fat-water separation with RADGRASE 

Using the GRE images, fat and water signals can be separated using the following 

signal equation: 

𝑆 ∆𝑡� = 𝑆H + 𝑆;𝑒}~_∆j� 	𝑒W}�∆j�						 3.1 , 

where 𝑆 ∆𝑡�  is the signal intensity of the GRE image at a given ∆𝑡� for a given voxel. 

The water signal (𝑆H), fat signal (𝑆;), and the field inhomogeneity term (𝜓) are estimated 

voxel-by-voxel via an iterative least squares algorithm (41, 44). The difference in the 

resonance frequencies of fat and water can cause an artifact known as the chemical shift 

artifact, in which the fat signal is shifted in the image (along the readout direction) relative 

to the water signal. To avoid having the fat signal shifted to a different pixel than the water 
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signal the receiver bandwidth (rBW) per pixel in RADGRASE  (977 Hz) is larger than the 

resonance difference between water and fat (~214 Hz).  

The estimated fat and water images and the 𝜓 map, corresponding to the GRE 

images shown in Figure 3.2, are shown in Figure 3.3. The 𝜓 map shows mostly a smooth 

change in 𝜓 except at the breast-background (solid arrows) and the pectoral muscle-breast 

interfaces (dashed arrows). These are due to different magnetic properties of the tissues at 

the interfaces.  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Fat and water images and 𝜓 map estimated from RADGRASE data. Fat and 
water images are the estimated 𝑆H and 𝑆; in Equation 3.1, respectively. The estimated 𝜓 
map shows mostly a smooth change in 𝜓 except at the breast-background (solid arrows) 
and pectoral muscle-breast (dashed arrows) interfaces.  
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In MR images, the signal intensities are affected by hardware-dependent 

parameters. By calculating a relative parameter, there is less dependency on hardware. A 

common parameter used in fat-water MRI is the fat fraction (FF), calculated as	𝑆;/(𝑆; +

𝑆H). FF maps have been successfully applied to characterize fatty liver disease (45, 46). In 

previous work from our group, FF maps were applied to assess BD using a metric derived 

from the FF distribution: the fraction of voxels with FF ≤ 0.5 to the total number of voxels 

(referred as Frac50). Frac50 was shown to correlate with mammographic BD and was also 

highly reproducible (27). Thus, BD can be safely monitored using Frac50 as a surrogate 

BD biomarker in longitudinal studies. Frac50 has been used to monitor changes in BD in 

several clinical trials at the University of Arizona.  

 

3.3 Multipeak fat signal model 

In the course of the studies, research transitioned from the 1.5 T (GE, Signa) to a 3 

T scanner (Siemens, Skyra). On the 3 T scanner, a different fat-water MRI method was 

already available on the scanner. The method is based on a 3D multi-gradient-echo pulse 

sequence and uses a signal model based on a multipeak fat model (47). When the FF 

distribution was computed from data acquired on the 1.5 T and the 3 T scanners on a 

healthy volunteer, we noticed that there were some differences between the two, as shown 

in Figure 3.4. The difference in this subject was most significant at high FF values where 

the histogram peak from RADGRASE was about 0.8 whereas the one from the multi-

gradient-echo method was about 0.95. 
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Figure 3.4. Histograms of fat fraction from data acquired in vivo. (Solid line) Data acquired 
with RADGRASE were reconstructed using a single peak fat model. (Dotted line) A multi-
gradient-echo data were reconstructed using a multipeak fat model. Both data sets were 
acquired on the same healthy volunteer. The difference between the two histograms is more 
pronounced in regions of high fat fraction.  

 

 

3.3.1 Spectrum of adipose tissue in the breast 

 Figure 3.5 shows a typical spectrum of subcutaneous fat in the breast, acquired on 

our 3 T scanner with a spectroscopic method (48). In the figure, the major resonance 

(methylene) peak can be seen at 420 Hz. However, some of the fat signal components have 

resonance frequencies that are much different than the resonance of the main peak. 

Moreover, some of the fat resonances are close to the water resonance around 0 Hz in the 

figure.  
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Figure 3.5. 1H NMR spectrum of subcutaneous fat in the breast. The data were acquired on 
a volunteer at 3 T using a spectroscopic pulse sequence. The carrier frequency was centered 
at the resonance frequency corresponding to water (i.e. 0 Hz).  
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3.3.2. Multipeak fat-water separation 

In the context of liver imaging, recent work has shown that FF estimates are more 

accurate with a multipeak fat signal model compared to a single peak fat signal model (49-

51). In the breast, the effect of an inaccurate description of fat signal may be larger due to 

the presence of abundant fat. In order to monitor BD more accurately in our studies, the 

multipeak fat signal model from (49) was adopted in which the fat signal spectrum is 

modeled by the sum of multiple signal peaks with different resonance frequencies and 

different amplitudes. Thus, Equation 3.1 was modified to:  

𝑆 ∆𝑡� = 𝑆H + 𝑆; 𝑤�

�

��M

𝑒}~�∆j� 	𝑒W}�∆j�							 3.2 , 

where n is the number of fat signal peaks and 𝑤� is a weighting factor for the signal peak 

at chemical shift 𝐶�. Studies have used different values for wj and Cj (47, 49, 52-59), 

however, a recent study concluded that all multipeak models yielded comparable FF and 

no specific choice of wj and Cj values has been shown to be superior to the rest (60). It is 

important to note that all FF values from the multipeak models were shown to be more 

accurate than the single peak model. We used the values of wj and Cj, used in the work by 

Yu, et al. (49): n = 6, wj = [0.10, 0.04, 0.03, 0.15, 0.62, 0.06] for Cj (Hz) = [−94, 46, 234, 

318, 420, 472], respectively. The wj and Cj were similar to those observed in the 

subcutaneous fat spectrum of the breast in vivo.  
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3.3.3. Comparison of fat signal models 

The FF distribution shown in Figure 3.4 for RADGRASE data was re-evaluated 

using Equation 3.2 and compared to the results from Equation 3.1. A semi-automated 

image segmentation method (see Chapter 5) was used to select an ROI delineating the 

breast anatomy on each imaging slice. From the selected ROI, a FF histogram was 

generated using data from all slices. Figure 3.6 shows an example set of the FF histograms 

calculated from data processed with the single peak model, i.e. Equation 3.1 (blue solid 

line), the multipeak model, i.e. Equation 3.2 (red dash-dot line), and the commercially 

available fat-water method on the 3 T Siemens scanner (green dashed line). The first two 

FF (blue and red lines) histograms are from data acquired in the 1.5 T GE scanner. The 

multipeak model shifted the FF distribution towards higher values, which was closer to the 

result from the 3 T scanner.  
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Figure 3.6. Histograms of fat fraction (FF) using different signal models. FF histograms 
were calculated from data processed with the single peak model, i.e. Equation 3.1 (blue 
solid line), the multipeak model, i.e. Equation 3.2 (red dash-dot line), and the commercially 
available fat-water MRI method on 3 T MRI scanner (green dashed line).  

 

 

Figure 3.7 shows FF maps of the breast in the mid-slice location that were 

calculated using Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Note that regions with higher FF showed greater 

differences between the single peak (Figure 3.7A) and the multipeak (Figure 3.7B) models. 

This is clearly shown in Figure 3.7C where the difference map indicates the substantial 

differences in areas of higher fat content. Because the multipeak signal model accounts for 

the main six resonance peaks, it yields a more accurate fat signal component, 𝑆;, which is 
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used for calculating FF. Thus, as expected the errors with Equation 3.1 are higher with 

higher FF. Comparing the FF maps generated from the data acquired on the 1.5 T GE 

scanner (Figure 3.7A and B) to the FF map from 3 T Siemens scanner (Figure 3.7D), the 

FF map from the multipeak model (Figure 3.7B) matches better the FF map at 3 T than the 

FF map from the single peak model (Figure 3.7A).   

 

 

Figure 3.7. Comparison of fat fraction (FF) maps between two signal models. FF maps 
from (A) Equation 3.1 and (B) Equation 3.2 were generated from the data acquired on 1.5 
T GE scanner. (C) Difference map between A and B shows substantial differences in FF 
values in areas of high fat content. (D) FF map from a commercial fat-water MRI on 3 T 
Siemens scanner was closer to (B) than (A). 

 

FF from single peak fat signal model FF from multipeak fat signal model
A B

Difference between FF maps
Multipeak (B) – Single peak (A) 

C Fat-water MRI on 3TD
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3.3.4. Effect of the multipeak model in breast density estimation 

Since parameters extracted from the FF histograms are used to evaluate BD in 

several studies at the University of Arizona, we investigated the effect of the fat signal 

model on these parameters. Data were acquired on four healthy volunteers on the1.5 T GE 

scanner using the RADGRASE pulse sequence. Equations 3.1 and 3.2 were used to 

estimate FF from the RADGRASE data. The semi-automated ROIs were generated and 

Frac10 (the fraction of voxels with FF ≤ 0.1 to the total voxel count) through Frac80 (the 

fraction of voxels with FF ≤ 0.8 to the total voxel count) were evaluated with Equations 

3.1 and 3.2. The results are shown in Table 3.2 together with the absolute differences 

between the two equations. The differences were relatively small up to Frac50 but grew 

larger from Frac50 to Frac80. Frac80 showed the largest difference between the equations. 

Our findings from Table 3.2 support our results above that the larger differences in FF 

values were found in fatty voxels (FF > 0.8).  

The FF values from the ROIs were compared between Equations 3.1 and 3.2 using 

the paired sample t-test. The results showed that the difference in FF reached statistical 

significance. The 95% confidence interval of the difference for each subject was: 

Subject 1: [0.103, 0.104] 

Subject 2: [0.100, 0.101] 

Subject 3: [0.075, 0.076] 

Subject 4: [0.100, 0.101]. 
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Table 3.2. Comparison of Frac10-80 between Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Frac10-80 were 
evaluated using data acquired with RADGRASE on four subjects (Subj.) via (A) Equation 
3.1 and (B) Equation 3.2. (C) Absolute differences between (A) and (B) are shown. 

A. Equation 3.1 
Subj Frac10 Frac20 Frac30 Frac40 Frac50 Frac60 Frac70 Frac80 

1 0.059 0.146 0.209 0.268 0.339 0.427 0.546 0.729 
2 0.019 0.065 0.109 0.152 0.197 0.256 0.350 0.586 
3 0.281 0.417 0.487 0.550 0.614 0.691 0.804 0.969 
4 0.001 0.008 0.020 0.034 0.050 0.068 0.091 0.148 

 
B. Equation 3.2 

Subj Frac10 Frac20 Frac30 Frac40 Frac50 Frac60 Frac70 Frac80 
1 0.032 0.121 0.177 0.228 0.281 0.341 0.417 0.511 
2 0.011 0.049 0.087 0.125 0.161 0.200 0.248 0.319 
3 0.231 0.385 0.455 0.509 0.561 0.616 0.681 0.770 
4 0.001 0.005 0.013 0.025 0.037 0.050 0.065 0.084 

 
C. Absolute differences 

Subj Frac10 Frac20 Frac30 Frac40 Frac50 Frac60 Frac70 Frac80 
1 0.027 0.025 0.032 0.040 0.058 0.086 0.129 0.218 
2 0.008 0.016 0.022 0.026 0.036 0.056 0.102 0.267 
3 0.050 0.033 0.032 0.041 0.053 0.075 0.123 0.200 
4 0.001 0.003 0.006 0.009 0.013 0.017 0.026 0.065 
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3.4. T2w mapping with RADGRASE 

3.4.1. Procedure of T2w mapping  

In RADGRASE, one can take advantage of the signal decay through the echo train 

to estimate T2. The signal decay is shown schematically in Figure 3.8 for echo E2 (the echo 

closest to the SE point) assuming a single exponential decay:  

𝑆 𝑇𝐸 = 𝑆K𝑒
Wk�k̂ 								 3.3 . 

In Equation 3.3, 𝑆 𝑇𝐸  represents the magnitude of the signal intensity at time, 𝑇𝐸, and 𝑆K 

is the signal intensity at 𝑇𝐸 = 0 for a voxel in the image. Note that E2 is not exactly at the 

SE point. For simplicity, 𝑇𝐸 includes a time shift Dt2 from the SE point. 
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Figure 3.8. T2 decay through the echo train in RADGRASE.  

 

 

To speed up the acquisition of RADGRASE data, the number of radial lines 

available for the reconstruction of each TE image is significantly less than the requirement 

according to the Nyquist sampling criteria. Images reconstructed from radial k-space data 

undersampled in the azimuthal direction suffer from artifacts which manifest as streaks. To 

compensate for undersampling, the echo-sharing (ES) algorithm (61), developed in our lab 

in the past for radial FSE, is used prior to the generation of TE images. The ES algorithm 
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is based on the observation that the low frequency region of k-space (region at the center 

of the k-space) has contrast information between tissues, such as T2 information. Because 

the center of k-space is sampled at all TEs, a single radial FSE k-space data set can be 

divided into partial data sets, with each data set having information on the image contrast. 

By using data at a specific TE in the central part of k-space and data at other TEs in the 

outer part of k-space, it is possible to maintain the desired contrast in the TE images while 

minimizing artifacts due to undersampling. 

A schematic representation of the ES algorithm is shown in Figure 3.9. For 

simplicity, the figure only shows four TEs although we typically acquire data for eight. Up 

to the first Nyquist radius, data from one TE (e.g. TE1) is placed in the central part of k-

space. Past the first Nyquist radius, k-space is filled with data from neighboring TEs up to 

the second Nyquist radius (determined from the combined TE data sets). The process of 

mixing the TE data sets is continued in successive tiers until the entire TE data sets are 

used. This method is repeated for each TE. The k-space data sets are then used to 

reconstruct TE images with an effective TE (TEeff) contrast weighted to the TE of the data 

at the center of k-pace. The images at the various TEeff are used to generate the T2 map. 
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Figure 3.9. A schematic diagram of the echo-sharing algorithm. For simplicity, ETL = 
4 is used in this example. Up to the first Nyquist radius, data from one TE is placed in 
the central part of k-space. Past the first Nyquist radius, k-space is filled with data from 
neighboring TEs up to the next Nyquist radius. The process is continued up to the last 
tier of data.  
 

 

When fat and water are present in the voxel, Equation 3.3 needs to be modified as follows: 

𝑆 𝑇𝐸 = 𝑆KH𝑒
W k�k̂ � + 𝑆K;𝑒

W k�k^_𝑒}~_∆j^								 3.4 , 

where 𝑆KH and 𝑆K;	are the signal intensity of water and fat at 𝑇𝐸 = 0, and 𝑇G; is T2 of fat. 

For a better parameter estimation, the initial conditions for 𝑆KH and 𝑆K; are estimated from 

𝑆H and 𝑆; values obtained with Equation 3.1 or Equation 3.2. Note that 𝑆H and 𝑆; 

correspond to an average TE time, TEave. To estimate TEave, the signal intensity of voxels 

in the 𝑆(𝑇𝐸) images are fitted to the signal intensity of voxels corresponding to the E2 

image. The TE that closely matches the TE contrast in the E2 image is the TEave. Thus,  

𝑆H = 𝑆KH𝑒
Wk�[\]k̂ � 										(3.5) 

𝑆; = 𝑆K;𝑒
Wk�[\]k^_ 												 3.6 , 

which can be rewritten as: 
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𝑆KH = 𝑆H𝑒
k�[\]
k̂ � 											(3.7) 

𝑆K; = 𝑆;𝑒
k�[\]
k^_ 													 3.8 . 

Equations 3.7 and 3.8 are then inserted into Equation 3.3 and the equation becomes: 

𝑆 𝑇𝐸 − 𝑇𝐸��� = 𝑆H𝑒
Wk�Wk�[\]k̂ � + 𝑆;𝑒

Wk�Wk�[\]k^_ 𝑒}~_∆j								 3.9 . 

In our case, 𝑇𝐸��� is ~70 ms (6th SE point).  

The signal model in Equation 3.9 assumes that there is a single fat peak in the signal 

spectrum. To incorporate the concept of multiple fat peaks, the exponential term needs to 

account for the different fat resonances: 

𝑆 𝑇𝐸 − 𝑇𝐸��� = 𝑆H𝑒
Wk�Wk�[\]k̂ � + 𝑆;𝑒

Wk�Wk�[\]k^_ 𝑤�

�

��M

𝑒}~�∆j�								 3.10 . 

It should be pointed out that despite the fact that the exponential term in Equation 3.10 is 

a better representation of the signal model when fat is present, the difference between  terms 

𝑒}~_∆j and 𝑤��
��M 𝑒}~�∆j� is small (0.02 + 0.06i at 1.5 T) because ∆𝑡G from E2 is only –

0.39 ms. 

 A multipeak model also needs to take into account differences in T2 between peaks. 

A recent work indicates that the fat signal peaks have different T2 values	(53); for instance, 

the T2 for the olefinic peak closer to the water resonance is 38.7 ms, whereas the T2 for the 

methylene peak is 46 ms. In (53), data were acquired using an emulsion phantom with a 

spectroscopic method with one TE per TR for five TEs. Because T2 values vary depending 

on the acquisition technique, the T2 values obtained from RADGRASE are expected to be 

different from those obtained with the spectroscopic method mentioned above. One 
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difference comes from the presence of indirect echoes from the FSE acquisition (62) that 

is incorporated in RADGRASE. Moreover, the T2 values may vary between individuals. 

Consequently, using pre-determined T2 values from the literature in the signal model could 

introduce errors. Estimating T2 values for all fat peaks as part of the fitting process would 

also introduce errors since it requires fitting the data to a multi-component (> 2) 

exponential model.   

Thus, our approach is to extract fat T2 values from voxels of adipose tissue in the 

breast. Because we have a FF map co-registered to the T2w map, we know which voxels 

consist of mainly fat (voxels with FF > 0.8). We investigated two approaches for 

incorporating the information from fatty voxels in the signal model:  

(1) Modeling the signal decay of fatty voxels assuming a single exponential decay and 

using the estimated average T2f as a known parameter in Equation 3.10. 

(2) Replacing the exponential term 𝑒
WXYZXY[\]X^_ 	in Equation 3.10 by the	𝑔 𝑇𝐸 − 𝑇𝐸���  

function where the points in the function are the average signal intensity of fatty voxels at 

each TE, normalized to TEave (i.e. the signal intensity is 1 at TE = TEave):   

𝑆 𝑇𝐸 − 𝑇𝐸��� = 𝑆H𝑒
Wk�Wk�[\]k̂ � + 𝑆;𝑔 𝑇𝐸 − 𝑇𝐸��� 𝑤�

�

��M

𝑒}~�∆j�							 3.11 . 

With either approach the need to estimate T2 values of multiple fat signal peaks is 

eliminated, and the fat signal behavior directly comes from the data personalized for each 

subject. Equation 3.11 also captures other spin dynamics present in fat molecules such as 

J-coupling (35).   
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Figure 3.10 shows a plot of the averaged signal decay from voxels with FF > 0.8 

together with the fitted curve assuming a single exponential decay. Note that the fitted 

curve is close to the averaged signal intensity values, indicating that either approach should 

be a good representation of the signal decay in adipose tissue.  

 

 

Figure 3.10. Plot of average fat signal and its fitted exponential decay curve. The averaged 
fat signal decay (solid line) from the voxels of mainly fat is compared to the fitted curve 

assuming a single exponential function (dotted line), 𝑒
WXYZ XY [\]

X^_ , with estimated T2f (= 
103 ms). The two lines are close to each other. 

 

 

3.4.2. Performance of T2w mapping  

We evaluated the performance of T2w estimation using Equations 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 

using a fat-water phantom which consisted of 2% agarose gel (~300 ml) on the bottom in 
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a 500 ml bottle with a top layer of peanut oil (~100 ml), as shown in Figure 3.11. The 

agarose gel represents water tissue and the peanut oil represents fatty tissue.  

 

 

Figure 3.11. Fat-water phantom. The phantom was made using ~300 ml of a 2% agarose 
solution (bottom layer) and ~100 ml of peanut oil (top layer). The gel represents water 
tissue and the oil represents fatty tissue. 

 

 

Other groups have used fat-emulsion phantoms to test fat-water imaging techniques, but in 

those studies the focus was in organs such as the liver where the fat molecules are within 

the liver cells. Our phantom experiments were designed to represent partial volume in the 

breasts where fat molecules are in the cells of adipose tissue and not inside the cells of 

fibroglandular tissue. Peanut oil was chosen because it has been shown to have a similar 

1H NMR spectrum to that of triglycerides in adipose tissue (49). A comparative plot of the 

spectra of adipose regions in the breast (acquired in vivo) and peanut oil is shown in Figure 

3.12. Note the similarity between the spectra. 
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Figure 3.12. Comparable signal spectra of adipose regions in the breast (from in vivo data) 
and peanut oil.  

 

 

RADGRASE data were acquired with an 8-channel head RF coil in the coronal 

orientation (the slice parallel to the boundary of the gel and oil, as shown in Figure 3.13) 

with a FOV = 20 cm2 and slice thickness = 10 mm. Data were acquired at ten different slice 

locations with a slice in the pure gel region, a slice in the pure oil region and eight slices 

around the oil-gel interface, as shown in the figure, such that each slice had a different 

proportion of fat and water. At the same slice locations, the data were also acquired with 

chemical-shift fat suppressed RADGRASE. 
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Figure 3.13. Slice prescription for the partial-volume experiment. Data were acquired 
around the oil-gel interface with a slice thickness of 10 mm. The slice was moved up and 
down (as shown by the arrows) to have different gel/oil ratios.  

 

 

FF maps were calculated for each slice from the fat and the water signals estimated 

via Equation 3.2. T2w maps were estimated by fitting the regular RADGRASE data to 

Equations 3.9-3.11 and the fat suppressed RADGRASE data to Equation 3.3. The  gold 

standard T2w, was calculated from the slice that only contained gel by fitting each voxel  to 

Equation 3.3; the average T2w was used as the gold standard (T2w = 53 ms). Similarly from 

the oil-only slice, T2f was estimated to be 103 ms. 

 Figure 3.14 shows the T2w maps of two slices with average (A) FF ≈	0 and (B) FF 

≈	0 .5. The mean and the standard deviation of the maps were: 

For FF ≈	0: T2w (fat sat) = 53.68 ± 1.17 ms, T2w (Equation 3.9) = 53.17 ± 1.14 ms, T2w 

(Equation 3.10) = 53.18 ± 1.15 ms, and T2w (Equation 3.11) = 52.91 ± 1.16 ms. 

For FF ≈	0.5: T2w (fat sat) = 53.02 ± 1.46 ms, T2w (Equation 3.9) = 56.41 ± 1.61 ms, T2w 

(Equation 3.10) = 56.63 ± 1.96 ms, and T2w (Equation 3.11) = 49.85 ± 2.01 ms.  
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Figure 3.14. Comparison of T2w maps at FF ≈ 0 and 0.5. At (A) FF ≈ 0 and (B) FF ≈ 0.5, 
T2 map was estimated from data acquired with RADGRASE with fat saturation (fat sat) 
signal suppression, and T2w maps were estimated from RADGRASE data (without fat sat) 
via Equations 3.9-3.11. There were voxels of overestimation with Equations 3.9 and 3.10 
and underestimation with Equation 3.11. However, overall T2w maps were comparable. 
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T2w estimates for slices with different FF are shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.15. The fat-

suppressed results showed a slight increase in T2w as FF increased which is expected 

because the fat signal suppression does not eliminate all fat signal peaks. T2w estimates 

from Equations 3.9 and 3.10 were slightly overestimated at all FF. However at higher FF, 

T2w values from Equation 3.10 were closer to the fat sat T2 values than those from Equation 

3.9. Equation 3.11 showed underestimation at FF > 0.5, however, the T2w estimates stayed 

close to the gold standard T2w (53 ms) for all FF.  

The mean T2w values were compared to the gold standard T2w value next, using the 

paired sample t-test. The difference in T2w reached statistical significance with Equations 

3.9 and 3.10 (p-values = 0.005 and 0.004, respectively) whereas Equation 3.11 and fat 

suppressed T2 failed to reject the null hypothesis, indicating that Equation 3.11 yields more 

accurate T2w estimates compared to other signal models. The 95% confidence intervals 

were the following: 

Equation 3.9: [1.109, 4.583] ms 

Equation 3.10: [1.297, 4.835] ms 

Equation 3.11: [-2.123, 0.237] ms 

Fat suppressed: [-0.158, 2.250] ms. 

The confidence interval was the smallest with Equation 3.11 and was comparable to fat 

suppressed results.   
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Table 3.3. The mean and the standard deviation (Stdev) of T2w estimates from fat-water 
partial volume experiment. T2w was estimated using Equations 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. T2 
values from fat signal suppressed (fat sat) RADGRASE data are also shown. For FF < 0.5, 
the mean T2w from Equation 3.11 was closer to the fat sat T2 than with Equations 3.9 and 
3.10. For FF > 0.5, Equations 3.9 and 3.10 yielded closer T2w to the fat sat T2.  

 
Mean Fat sat T2 Equation 3.9 T2w Equation 3.10 T2w Equation 3.11 T2w 

FF Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev 
0.036 52.75 1.38 53.22 1.19 53.33 1.25 52.98 1.23 
0.048 52.41 1.79 52.43 1.59 52.49 1.63 52.13 1.64 
0.060 52.71 1.84 53.33 1.49 53.37 1.54 52.91 1.53 
0.148 53.06 1.86 55.01 1.57 55.07 1.65 53.76 1.67 
0.314 53.21 1.94 56.85 1.98 56.95 2.13 53.41 2.26 
0.481 53.54 1.98 57.32 2.72 57.56 3.16 50.94 3.44 
0.546 53.94 2.06 57.21 3.24 57.37 3.89 49.72 4.14 
0.682 55.78 2.66 59.10 4.55 57.97 5.45 49.94 5.99 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15. Plot of means and the standard deviations of T2w estimates at various fat 
fraction (FF) using different fat signal models. T2w values from Equation 3.11 stayed close 
to the gold standard. For FF > 0.5, T2w values were overestimated with Equations 3.9 and 
3.10, and were underestimated with Equation 3.11. The T2 values from fat suppressed data 
were also slightly overestimated for FF > 0.5.  
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3.4.3. Simulated phantom experiments  

The performance of T2w mapping was further evaluated for higher T2w values since 

fibroglandular tissue presents higher T2w (> 60 ms). For obtaining T2w of ~100 ms, a 

phantom with a 1.2% agar solution was made. At this agar concentration, the gel was not 

hard enough to support the weight of the oil and oil leaked at the gel-oil boundary. 

Therefore, we decided to scan the gel-only slice and oil-only slice separately and mixed 

signals from the gel and the oil voxels to generate ‘simulated phantoms’ with different 

gel:oil ratios.  

Imaging with the RADGRASE pulse sequence was done with the same imaging 

parameters as in Section 3.4.2. ROIs were manually drawn on gel and oil to extract gel-

only and oil-only signals. Extracted signals were then randomly sampled and mixed in 

different ratios to generate simulated ‘partial-volume’ signals with FF = [0, 0.1, 0.2, …, 

0.9, and 1]. This was done by sampling from the gel and the oil regions for the total of 100 

voxels, e.g. sampling 10 voxels from gel and 90 voxels from oil would give FF = 0.9. Using 

the generated mixed data sets, we estimated T2w via Equations 3.9-3.11. The process of 

generating the partial-volume phantom data and estimating T2w were repeated 1000 times.  

The voxels from oil were used to calculate T2f, and the same T2f value was used for 

all estimations with Equations 3.9 and 3.10. Similarly, the same oil voxels were used to 

calculate the average signal decay, 𝑔 𝑇𝐸 − 𝑇𝐸��� , and the same 𝑔 was used for all 

estimations with Equation 3.11. The mean and the standard deviation of T2w (𝜇k̂ � and 

𝜎k̂ �, respectively) were calculated from 1000 repeated experiments for each FF. The 

percent errors were calculated comparing to the true T2w values (𝜇k̂ �) as: 100 × 
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𝜇k̂ � − 𝜇k̂ � /𝜇k̂ � (%). To evaluate the variability of the estimates, the coefficient of 

variation (CV) was calculated as 100 × 𝜎k̂ �/𝜇k̂ � (%).  

The gold standard T2w values of 2% and 1.2% agar solution were 52.4 and 103 ms, 

respectively. Figure 3.16 shows the plots of the mean and the standard deviation of for data 

generated with the gels corresponding to (A) T2w (gold standard) = 52.4 ms and (B) T2w 

(gold standard) = 103 ms. Table 3.4 shows the percent errors and the CV values. For T2w 

(gold standard) = 52.4 ms, the findings were similar to the phantom study from Section 

3.4.2. For T2w (gold standard) = 103 ms, Equation 3.11 showed a slight overestimation in 

T2w for FF > 0.5, however, the overall T2w estimates were comparable for Equations 3.9-

3.11. The percent error and CV values were also comparable for all equations. When the 

mean T2w values were compared to the gold standard value (T2w = 103 ms), the difference 

reached statistical significance with p-values << 0.001 for all equations. The 95% 

confidence intervals were: 

Equation 3.9: [1.592, 2.314] ms 

Equation 3.10: [1.215, 1.909] ms 

Equation 3.11: [2.078, 3.877] ms. 

Equation 3.10 showed the smallest confidence interval. However, all intervals were smaller 

than the smallest interval from the phantom experiment from section 3.4.2. 
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Figure 3.16. Plots of estimated T2w using Equations 3.9-3.11 for fat fraction (FF) up to 0.7. 
FF was plotted against T2w for the gold standard T2w (A) 52.4 ms and (B) 103 ms. The T2w 
estimates for (A) showed similar results to the phantom study from Section 3.4.2. T2w 
estimates for (B) showed overall comparable results for all equations where the estimates 
were close to the gold standard value even at higher FF.  
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Table 3.4. Results from simulated phantom experiments for gold standard T2w = 52.4 and 
103 ms. The percent errors were comparable for all Equations 3.9-3.11 for both T2w values. 
The CV values were very small in all equations. 

T2w = 52.4 ms     

 Equation 3.9 Equation 3.10 Equation 3.11 
FF Error(%) CV(%) Error(%) CV(%) Error(%) CV(%) 
0 2.335 0.216 2.328 0.230 2.328 0.230 

0.1 3.122 0.199 3.528 0.218 1.986 0.216 
0.2 4.305 0.218 4.929 0.235 1.379 0.236 
0.3 5.864 0.237 6.567 0.261 0.376 0.262 
0.4 7.945 0.261 8.555 0.229 -1.229 0.231 
0.5 8.548 0.339 8.987 0.307 -3.756 0.312 
0.6 8.718 0.348 8.735 0.377 -7.362 0.408 
0.7 9.297 0.426 8.456 0.399 -7.833 0.422 

T2w = 103 ms 

 Equation 3.9 Equation 3.10 Equation 3.11 
FF Error(%) CV(%) Error(%) CV(%) Error(%) CV(%) 
0 1.871 0.188 1.880 0.180 1.880 0.180 

0.1 1.837 0.193 1.710 0.184 1.929 0.193 
0.2 1.791 0.231 1.545 0.212 2.043 0.233 
0.3 1.725 0.250 1.352 0.177 2.238 0.201 
0.4 1.641 0.287 1.152 0.217 2.556 0.282 
0.5 1.737 0.342 1.184 0.246 3.103 0.359 
0.6 1.934 0.475 1.451 0.276 4.306 0.423 
0.7 2.333 0.642 1.814 0.314 4.396 0.416 

 

 

3.4.4. T2w mapping in vivo 

Data were also acquired on a healthy volunteer using RADGRASE with and 

without fat suppression to evaluate the performance of T2w mapping. Figure 3.17 shows 

images from RADGRASE (A) without fat signal suppression (fat sat) and (B) with fat sat 

for comparison. The figure shows the image at TE = 67 ms and the parameter maps. In the 
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T2 maps, the areas of predominantly adipose tissue (defined as FF > 0.8 in the FF map) are 

nulled and the resulting maps are overlaid on the TE image.  

In (A) RADGRASE without fat suppression, the FF map shows that areas of 

fibroglandular tissue (as those represented by lower FF values, e.g. FF < 0.5) cluster in the 

central part of the breast; these were surrounded by subcutaneous fat (FF > 0.8). The T2 

map calculated from Equation 3.3 shows higher T2 values because Equation 3.3 does not 

take the fat signal into account in the signal model. The effects are more pronounced in the 

areas with higher FF. The T2w maps calculated from Equations 3.9 and 3.10 were similar 

to the fat sat T2 map in (B). In the T2w map from Equation 3.11, some of the regions close 

to areas of adipose tissue have lower T2w values (as indicated by the arrows) compared to 

the T2w maps obtained with Equations 3.9 and 3.10 and from the fat sat T2 map. Overall 

the T2w maps from Equations 3.9-3.11 were similar and closer to the fat sat T2 map. 

Note that the fat sat T2 map is not the gold standard here because it contains errors 

from the unsuppressed fat signals. Therefore, the results thus far in Section 3.4 indicate 

that T2w maps from RADGRASE without fat suppression are as good as fat sat T2 maps. 

The fact that RADGRASE does not require fat signal suppression nor a separate data 

acquisition to obtain the T2w map points to the advantage of using RADGRASE when both 

FF and T2w maps are desired.   
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Figure 3.17. In vivo RADGRASE data acquired with and without fat signal suppression 
(fat sat). In the T2 and the T2w maps, the areas of adipose tissue (defined as FF > 0.8) are 
nulled and the maps are overlaid on the TE image (TE = 67 ms). (A) When the fat signal 
is not taken into account, the values in the T2 map, obtained with Equation 3.3, are higher 
compared to those in the corresponding T2w maps. The T2w map from Equation 3.11 
showed underestimation in the lower T2w values (at arrows). Overall, all T2w maps were 
similar to the T2 map from (B). 
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3.5. Application of parametric analysis in the breast 

3.5.1. Breast tissue characterization 

In several studies at the University of Arizona, Frac50 derived from FF maps is 

being used as a biomarker for BD in order to understand the effects of treatments that are 

hypothesized to reduce BD. However, one of the challenges in these studies is that fat-

water MRI cannot separate components within the fibroglandular tissue. The same 

limitation is found with mammographic BD. As a consequence, there is not sufficient 

information to understand the effect of drugs on the various breast tissue components. 

Since T2w is sensitive to the water-content in tissues and the mobility of the water 

molecules, T2w maps can be used to characterize breast tissue beyond the information 

provided by conventional fat-water MRI methods. In the FF maps, the changes with BD 

are intuitive: higher BD indicates more water voxels. The changes in T2w, however, are not 

as intuitive. Thus, one of our goals was to understand what the T2w values found in the 

breasts indicate.  

Figure 3.18 shows (top row) water and fat images and (bottom row) FF and T2w 

maps of a healthy subject, reconstructed from RADGRASE data. Note that while the FF 

map clearly separate voxels that are mainly adipose tissue (voxels with FF > 0.8) from 

voxels that contain fibroglandular tissue (voxels with FF ≤	 0.8), there is not much 

information within the latter if only FF information is used. In contrast, the corresponding 

T2w map show clear differences within the fibroglandular regions. In general, the pattern 

of the T2w values in breasts presented as: a central region with T2w > 100ms surrounded by 
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regions with intermediate T2w (60-100 ms); the latter is surrounded by regions of lower T2w 

values (< 60 ms). In general, high T2w values are associated with substances with fluid-like 

characteristics. Since the higher T2w values are predominantly in the central region of the 

breast where the glands are located, we hypothesize that the voxels with T2w > 100 ms may 

be associated with the glandular lobules. 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Water and fat images and FF and T2w maps of a healthy volunteer. The images 
and the maps are reconstructed from the same RADGRASE data set, thus, they are co-
registered by the nature of the acquisition. In the FF map, regions of predominantly adipose 
tissue (voxels with FF > 0.8) and regions that contain fibroglandular tissue (FF ≤ 0.8) are 
well separated. However, there is not much differences within components in the latter. In 
contrast, the T2w map shows a wide difference in values within the fibroglandular tissue. 
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Currently, there is no imaging modality in the clinic that can differentiate tissue 

types within the fibroglandular tissues except a histological examination on biopsies; even 

if biopsies are available, the sampled tissues are from a small fraction of the breast. In the 

next two sub-sections, the observations of changes in parametric maps are presented along 

with known physiological changes to support our hypothesis that the voxels with T2w > 100 

ms may be associated with glandular tissues. 

 

3.5.2. Changes in T2w during the menstrual cycle 

In the menstrual cycle, prior to ovulation, hormonal changes trigger lobule 

enlargement, an increase in blood flow, and interstitial fluid retention (63). These events 

lead to premenstrual lumpiness and tenderness. Since T2w is sensitive to water content in 

tissues, the changes should be observable. In this section, FF and T2w maps were compared 

to evaluate changes during the menstrual cycle. The study consisted of four healthy pre-

menopausal subjects who were scanned with RADGRASE weekly for four weeks. 

Manually drawn ROIs were applied to the FF and T2w maps on all slices to generate the FF 

and the T2w distributions for each exam. Frac50 (as BD biomarker), mean T2w, and 

FracT2w80 (the fraction of voxels with T2w > 80 ms) were calculated in each subject for 

each weekly exam.  

 The T2w maps showed visible changes from week to week in all subjects whereas 

the FF maps did not. As an example, FF and T2w maps (of the central slice) during the 4-

week experiment are shown in Figure 3.19 from one of the subjects. In the figure, the 
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increase in T2w values can be seen as menses approached (menses was after the third week). 

The appearance of T2w values > 100 ms in the central region of the breast as menses 

approached is consistent with our hypothesis that these high values are associated with 

glandular tissue. 

 

Figure 3.19. FF and T2w maps of a healthy volunteer during the menstrual cycle. 
RADGRASE data were acquired weekly for four weeks. Only the central slice (out of 19 
slices) is shown for a comparison. The subject had menses during the fourth week. A 
progressive increase in T2w values were observed as menses approached. 

 

 

Figure 3.20 shows plots of the changes in Frac50, mean T2w, and FracT2w80 over four 

weeks. The menses was after the third week in the plot. Note that the mean T2w and 
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FracT2w80 showed visible changes from week to week in all subjects with both parameters 

showing similar trends. On the other hand, Frac50 did not show visible changes in all 

subjects (e.g. Frac50 from Subject #4 were almost constant for the four time points). This 

indicates that T2w-related parameters may be a good biomarker for detecting a 

physiological change associated with hormonal activity. In Figure 3.20, we are only 

showing the results for mean T2w and FracT2w80. Other FracT2w values (data not shown), 

e.g. FracT2w70, showed a similar trend.  

 

 

Figure 3.20. Plots of parametric changes over a menstrual cycle. (Left) Frac50, (middle) 
mean T2w, and (right) FracT2w80 are plotted for four weeks for four healthy volunteers 
(shown in different color and indicated in the legend as lines 1–4). The menses was after 
the third week in the plot. 

 

 

3.5.3. FF and T2w maps in pre- and post-menopausal women 

In this study, the relationship between BD (using Frac50) and mean T2w was 

investigated in pre- and post-menopausal women. The data that were used to explore the 
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relationships were a sample from the Di-indolylmethane (DIM) evaluation study in women 

on Tamoxifen, a selective estrogen receptor modulator. This analysis included only 

baseline samples, prior to randomized assignment to DIM; however, women were taking 

Tamoxifen for a mean period of 1.7 years. As such, the women were estrogen-suppressed 

and expected to have had a reduction in BD over time in response to the therapy. Images 

from both pre-menopausal (11 women) and post-menopausal (43 women) study 

participants were included in the data but analyzed as separate groups. Breast ROIs were 

manually drawn and applied to the FF and T2w maps for all acquired slices. A linear 

regression analysis was performed for each group using the regression model: 𝑌	~	𝛽K +

𝛽M𝑋 where the 𝑋 and 𝑌 are log(Frac50) and mean T2w, calculated from the ROIs on breasts. 

The parameters Frac50 and mean T2w values were compared between the groups using the 

two-sample t-test at α = 0.05 level. 

The linear regression analysis showed that Frac50 was linearly correlated to the 

mean T2w in pre-menopausal women (p-value = 0.034). In contrast, in the post-menopausal 

group, there was no statistically significant relationship between Frac50 and mean T2w. 

Figure 3.21 shows a plot of log(Frac50) against mean T2w in the pre- and post-menopausal 

groups (red and blue, respectively).  

 Detailed statistics of the regression are shown in Table 3.5. In the pre-menopausal 

group, the estimated coefficients (𝛽K = the intercept and 𝛽M= the slope) were 95.35 and 

13.67 with their p-values < 0.05. 
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Figure 3.21. A plot of log(Frac50) against mean T2w. A linear regression analysis showed 
a positive linear correlation between Frac50 and mean T2w in the pre-menopausal group 
with statistical significance. No significant relationship was found in the post-menopausal 
group. 

 

 

Table 3.5. Results of the regression analysis in pre- and post-menopausal groups. The linear 
regression model was: 𝑇GH	~	𝛽K + 𝛽Mlog(Frac50), where 𝑇GH	 is the mean T2w. 

Pre-menopausal group    Post-menopausal group: 

 Estimated coefficients p-value 
𝜷𝟎 95.350 0.000 
𝜷𝟏 13.674 0.035 

 
Number of observations: 20   Number of observations: 48 
R2: 0.225     R2: 0.0073 
 

  

 Estimated coefficients p-value 
𝜷𝟎 75.818 0.000 
𝜷𝟏 -2.090 0.562 
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The interaction relationship was evaluated by extending the regression model to:  

𝑌	~	𝛽K + 𝛽M𝑋 + 𝛽G𝐶 + 𝛽�𝑋𝐶, 

where 𝐶 is a constant term: 𝐶 = 1  for data from the pre-menopausal group and 𝐶 = 0  

otherwise. 𝑋 and 𝑌 are the same as above except that the data from pre- and the post-

menopausal group are combined. 𝛽� is the coefficient for the interaction term; its p-value 

< 0.05 would indicate that there is the difference in the relationship in the pre- and post-

menopausal group. The results showed that the p-value of the interaction term was 0.034, 

validating the difference in the relationship in pre- and post-menopausal group.  

In comparing parameter distributions between the groups, the two-sample t-test 

showed a statistically significant difference in Frac50 (p-value = 0.045) but not in mean 

T2w. The significant difference in Frac50 between pre- and post-menopausal women is 

consistent with the fact that post-menopausal women have generally less BD compared 

with pre-menopausal women.  

 

3.6. Summary 

In this chapter, FF and T2w mapping of the breast using RADGRASE data was 

explored. For FF mapping, a multipeak model was used to better describe the multiple 

peaks found in the fat signal spectrum. For T2w mapping, three signal models were tested: 

(1) a model assuming that the fat signal is dominated by the strong methylene fat resonance 

decaying according to a single exponential (Equation 3.9), (2) a model where the multiple 

chemical shifts present in the fat signal were incorporated (Equation 3.10) and (3) a model 
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where the averaged fat signal at each TE was used as a function representing the fat signal 

behavior (Equation 3.11) rather than using a single exponential decay model. All three 

models showed comparable results. As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, Equation 3.11 captures 

spin dynamics such as J-coupling in fat molecules because the fat signal model comes 

directly from the data. Overall, all equations yielded T2w values close to the gold standard 

values in our simulated phantom experiments; T2w maps in vivo were also close to the fat 

suppressed T2 map. 

In Section 3.5, FF and T2w maps were used in vivo to: differentiate breast tissue 

composition based on the voxel-wise FF and T2w values (Section 3.5.1), evaluate if changes 

associated with the menstrual cycle can be detected using the parametric maps (Section 

3.5.2), investigate if there were differences in the parametric values between pre- and post-

menopausal women (Section 3.5.3). Based on these studies we showed that T2w maps 

provide complementary information to FF maps. Thus, for monitoring changes in the breast 

tissue, RADGRASE provides an advantage over mammography and conventional fat-

water MRI techniques. FF and T2w map metrics derived from RADGRASE data such as 

Frac50 and mean T2w can be used to simultaneously follow changes in BD and in 

fibroglandular tissue. These should allow to not only monitor treatment response but to 

better understand the effect of therapies.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DIFFUSION WEIGHTED IMAGING IN THE BREAST  

 

Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is an MRI technique that is based on detecting 

the random Brownian motion (or molecular diffusion) of water. DWI provides information 

on diffusion of water molecules inside and outside cells and can be used to measure 

cellularity or cellular density. This is a different type of density than BD from fat-water 

MRI or mammography, thus, DWI may provide complementary information for analyzing 

tissue changes in the breast. In this chapter, DWI is optimized for measuring diffusion in 

fibroglandular tissues and parametric mapping using breast DWI data is explored. 

 

4.1. Breast density and DWI 

Molecular diffusion occurs due to random collisions associated with thermal energy 

(64). The diffusion of water molecules in tissue is not truly random because diffusion is 

obstructed by macromolecules, cell membranes, and other tissue microstructures. The 

complex dynamics of molecular interactions is not fully understood, however, it is 

recognized that cellularity plays an important role (65). As the tissue becomes more cellular 

(higher number of cells per unit volume), the water molecules become less mobile due to 

restriction.    
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In MRI, the diffusion of water molecules is measured using a special imaging 

technique and the diffusivity of water molecules can be quantified by an MRI-derived 

parameter, called the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). ADC is often expressed as area 

per unit time in units of µm²/s. The ADC is affected by various factors, such as the size of 

the molecules, the viscosity of the medium, and the cellular density (35). ADC is also 

temperature dependent (66); ADC of pure water at 0 °C (32 °F) is 1.12 µm²/s (67) and at 

the body temperature of 37 °C (98.6 °F) is ~3 µm²/s. Since the variation of body 

temperature in vivo is small, temperature has a minimal effect on ADC estimation.  

In the clinic, ADC is used as a biomarker to evaluate acute ischemic stroke. The 

areas of ischemia in acute stroke (a stroke less than 10 days old) have low ADC values and 

can be detected with good sensitivity (88%) and specificity (90%) (68). In cancer imaging, 

DWI has been explored for tumor characterization as well as for monitoring treatment 

response (69, 70). In breast cancer, ADC can be useful for differentiating breast tumors 

that cannot be adequately characterized by ultrasonography and routine MRI (71).  

In terms of BD analysis, ADC can potentially add information on cellular density 

and serve as a biomarker for chemo-preventive treatment response. In the aforementioned 

studies at the University of Arizona that use BD as a treatment biomarker, DWI has been 

explored to understand the effect of changes in ADC with BD (27). 
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4.2. Pulse sequences in DWI  

The most commonly used imaging method for DWI is single-shot spin-echo Echo-

Planar Imaging (EPI) (65, 72). In EPI, the entire k-space is sampled rapidly (in ~ 30-40 

ms) after a single 90°-t-180° RF excitation-refocussing period, hence the name “single-

shot” (35). The rapid sampling minimizes the effects of bulk motion. Figure 4.1 shows 

(left) the pulse sequence diagram of single-shot spin-echo EPI and (right) the k-space 

readout trajectory (for simplicity, only a fraction of lines are shown in the k-space 

diagram). The sections of the Gx and Gy gradient waveforms indicated in the dotted box 

are magnified to the right side of the figure to illustrate the k-space navigation. The red 

colored Gx and Gy gradient waveforms move the readout point to the (–ky, –ky) coordinate 

indicated by the red circle in the k-space diagram. One readout line is played out by the Gx 

gradient waveforms shown in blue. The small blips in Gy (green and orange) navigate the 

readout point to the next line of readout. The rapid reversals of Gx and the small blips of 

Gy allow a readout of the entire k-space in a TR. The sequence is designed to have the SE 

point at the center of the readout period, as shown in the figure. 
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Figure 4.1. The pulse sequence diagram of single-shot spin-echo EPI and its k-space 
readout. The sections of Gx and Gy in the dotted box are magnified to the right side of the 
figure to show the k-space navigation. The prepositioning Gx and Gy pulses (indicated in 
red) navigate k-space to (–kx, –ky). The k-space lines are read while the sections of Gx are 
played out (indicated by the blue and purple lines). The blips of Gy (indicated in green and 
orange) navigate k-space towards the +ky direction after each readout. The sequence is 
designed such that the spin-echo (SE) forms at the center of the readout period.   

  

 

Although single-shot EPI is motion robust, there are drawbacks and intrinsic 

limitations. Because all k-space lines are acquired in a single shot, the TE is long (~ 50-70 

ms), causing signal dephasing in regions affected by T2
* relaxation. Due to the long readout 

periods, single-shot EPI also suffers from off-resonance artifacts (35), causing distortions 

in the image along the phase-encoding direction (73).  

To reduce these artifacts, single-shot EPI is typically combined with parallel 

imaging techniques, such as sensitivity encoding (SENSE) (74). Parallel imaging reduces 
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the number of acquired k-space lines, which in turn reduces the length of the readout period 

and TE (75-77). Another way to minimize artifacts in EPI caused by off-resonance and T2
* 

is to use a multi-shot EPI technique. In multi-shot EPI, the RFs and the readouts are 

repeated over multiple TRs. In each TR, only a fraction of k-space data are acquired and 

the acquisition is repeated until the k-space is filled. Multi-shot EPI has advantages in 

improving the SNR and the resolution of images, and in reducing the image distortion due 

to long readout periods (65). However, multi-shot EPI is sensitive to motion occurring 

between TRs (78).  

In all of our DWI experiments, we used a single-shot diffusion-weighted (DW) EPI 

technique. The basic pulse sequence diagram is shown in Figure 4.2. Diffusion weighing 

is applied using magnetic field gradients placed before and after the 180° RF pulse. The 

diffusion weighing gradients are called diffusion sensitizing gradients (DG) and are 

indicated by the blue-shaded areas in the figure. Note that DG are applied to all directions 

(X, Y, Z) in the figure. However, tissues are highly structured and typically have different 

diffusion coefficients along different directions (= anisotropic). Thus, DG is applied in X, 

Y, Z, separately (per acquisition) and the data are averaged to reduce the anisotropic effect 

of tissue structure in the voxel.  
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Figure 4.2. A schematic diagram of the single shot DW-EPI pulse sequence. Gradients 
placed before and after the 180° RF pulse (shown by the blue shaded area) are called 
diffusion sensitizing gradients (DG). In this figure, DG are applied to all directions (X, Y, 
Z). 

 

 

In a DWI experiment, the first lobe of the DG changes the phase of the spins; the 

DG lobe played after the 180° RF refocusing pulse is designed to rewind this phase. If 

spins moved, however, the phase is not completely rewound and the net magnetization at 

the end of the diffusion weighing period is reduced (79-81). The amount of diffusion 

weighing is controlled by the diffusion weighting factor called b-value (measured in 

s/mm2). The b-value is an imaging parameter chosen by the user that controls the amplitude 

and duration of the DG and the time interval between the first and the second DG. In most 

DWI experiments, data are typically acquired with 2-3 b-values, e.g. b-value = 0, 100, 500 

s/mm2. At each b-value, DW images are generated and an ADC map is obtained by fitting 

the signal intensity per voxel, 𝑆, to the following equation: 
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𝑆 = 𝑆K𝑒W�∙��~						(4.1), 

where 𝑏 is the b-value and 𝑆K is the signal intensity at 𝑏 = 0.  

 

4.3. Fat signal suppression in DWI 

The fact that fat and water have different resonant frequencies creates large 

differences in position for these two components along the phase-encoding direction in EPI 

images. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3 where bright fat signals (shown by the arrows) are 

shifted downward from the less bright water signals. The distortions make it difficult to 

interpret the breast anatomy. Thus, in EPI the fat signal needs to be suppressed. This can 

be challenging in the breast due to the large amount of fatty tissue. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Large distortion artifact from fat in a single-shot EPI image. Bright fat signals 
at arrows are shifted downward compared to water signals at the same location. This type 
of distortion appear in the phase-encoding direction in EPI images.  
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4.3.1. Water-selective spectral-spatial RF excitation 

In our study, all breast MRI data were acquired in the axial orientation with a large 

FOV in order to cover the two breasts. Fat suppression with conventional chemical-shift 

selective fat saturation is challenging in large FOVs due to field inhomogeneity (33). Thus, 

EPI typically uses a SS RF excitation pulse to excite only water spins. The diagram of the 

SS-DW-EPI pulse sequence is shown in Figure 4.4 where the waveforms associated with 

the SS excitation are indicated by the arrows. Because the SS excitation is a frequency-

based method, it works well only if the center of the resonant frequency is tuned to that of 

the water peak in the anatomy being imaged. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. A schematic diagram of the DW-EPI pulse sequence with spectral-spatial (SS) 
RF excitation. Arrows indicate the waveforms associated with the SS RF excitation.  
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In our studies, the SS method worked well except for subjects with overall high FF 

in the breast. Figure 4.5 shows an example where SS-DW-EPI failed to suppress the fat 

signal. The unsuppressed fat signal appears bright and shifted downward overlapping with 

the breast anatomy.  

 

 

Figure 4.5. An example of distortion artifacts on a SS-DW-EPI image from unsuppressed 
fat signal. To show where the fatty tissue is, the corresponding fat image from 
RADGRASE is shown on the left.  

 

 

Other cases where SS failed were associated with subjects with uneven breast 

distribution. In those cases, we noted that the resonant frequency of water was different 

between the left and right breast, thus causing chemical shift distortions in the breast (or 

slice of the breast) that was not properly tuned to the water signal. Example images of such 

cases are shown in Figure 4.6. The figure shows images of the same subject at 2 different 

locations (± 14 mm from the central slice). In Figure 4.6A, the resonant frequency was 

manually tuned to the breast, shown at the right side of the figure; hence, the fat signal was 
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well suppressed for that breast. In contrast, the breast on the left side of the figure shows a 

shifting artifact, as indicated by the arrow. The artifact is worse for the slice shown in 

Figure 4.6B where the chemical shift artifact is seen in both breasts despite the manual 

tuning of the resonant frequency.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. SS-DW-EPI images of uneven breasts for two different locations. The 
resonance frequency of the SS RF pulse was optimized for the breast on the right side of 
the figure. The artifacts from unsuppressed fat signal are shown by the arrows.  

 

 

4.3.2. Fat signal nulling via an inversion recovery preparatory period 

 Fat suppression with the IR method was tested next. On the scanner where most of 

the studies were performed (1.5 T GE, Signa), only one fat suppression method can be 

chosen in combination with the EPI pulse sequence. Therefore, when turning the IR method 

on, the SS method is disabled. In the IR-DW-EPI method, the inversion pulse is played 

out, followed by a TI period to null the signal from fat (= 160 ms). At the end of the TI 

period, the DW-EPI pulse sequence starts, using a slice-selective RF excitation pulse.  
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IR-DW-EPI was tested on 15 subjects. In general, there were more artifacts with 

the IR-DW-EPI than with the SS-DW-EPI method. Figure 4.7 shows an example of the IR-

DW-EPI image where fat suppression was incomplete and the shifted fat signal can be seen 

at the arrows.  

 

 

Figure 4.7. An example IR-DW-EPI image. The image shows the chemical shift artifact 
(arrows) from the unsuppressed fat signal. 

 

 

4.3.3. Combination of inversion recovery and water-selective spectral-spatial RF 

 To improve fat signal suppression, we also tested the combination of IR and SS 

methods. Using the EPIC programming (GE healthcare) environment, a slice-selective 

inversion RF pulse was added to the existing SS-DW-EPI pulse sequence. Figure 4.8 shows 

the pulse sequence diagram of SS-DW-EPI with IR (IRSS-DW-EPI).  
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Figure 4.8. Pulse sequence diagram of IRSS-DW-EPI. The inversion RF pulse is placed 
before the SS-DW-EPI sequence, which starts after a TI period to null the signal from fat. 
TI was set to 160 ms for experiments conducted at 1.5 T.  

 
 

An example of images acquired with IRSS-DW-EPI is shown in Figure 4.9. The 

images shown here and in Figure 4.6 are from the same subject for the same slice locations. 

In comparison to SS-DW-EPI, the fat signal was better suppressed with IRSS-DW-EPI; 

there were no noticeable artifacts from the unsuppressed fat signal.  

 

 

Figure 4.9. Example images acquired with IRSS-DW-EPI. The images shown here and in 
Figure 4.6 are from the same subject for the same slice locations. The fat signal is better 
suppressed with the IRSS method. 
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The efficacy of the fat signal suppression with IRSS-DW-EPI was tested on 15 

subjects (the same subjects as the ones in Section 4.3.2). Fat suppression worked 

consistently in most cases. Figure 4.10 shows example DW images with SS and IRSS in 

subjects with (A) dense breasts and (B) fatty breasts. Note that IRSS worked in both cases, 

whereas SS alone failed to suppress the fat signal in fatty breasts. The downside of IRSS-

DW-EPI, is some reduction in SNR in the fibroglandular tissues due to the inversion pulse 

affecting the water signal.   

 

 

Figure 4.10. Example DW images with SS and IRSS in dense and fatty breasts. The figure 
shows that IRSS works in both cases. (A) SS worked as well as IRSS in dense breasts. (B) 
In the fatty breasts, SS did not always work in suppressing the fat signal. 
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4.3.4. SPectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery (SPAIR) fat saturation  

 During the study, BD measurements transitioned from the 1.5 T MRI scanner (GE, 

Signa) to the 3 T MRI scanner (Siemens, Skyra). On the Siemens scanner, the product DW-

EPI pulse sequence has three fat suppression options: chemical-shift fat saturation, SS, and 

SPAIR. SPAIR was not available on the 1.5 T GE scanner. As discussed in Chapter 2, 

SPAIR uses an adiabatic inversion pulse which is spectrally selective so it only excites a 

narrow spectral frequency range. When SPAIR is tuned to the methylene peak fat 

resonance the water signal is not inverted which has the advantage of yielding higher SNR 

for fibroglandular tissues. SPAIR (in the 3 T Siemens scanner) and IRSS (in the 1.5 T GE 

scanner) showed comparable fat suppression as illustrated in Figure 4.11 by a 

representative case. One observation is that all methods, including SPAIR and IRSS did 

not perform well in the outer slices which contain mostly fatty tissue. This limitation did 

not affect our study because, as will be explained below, the DWI data analysis focused 

only on slices with fibroglandular tissues.  

 

 

Figure 4.11. DW images with SPAIR and IRSS fat suppression. (Left) SPAIR fat 
suppression was used with DW-EPI on the 3 T Siemens scanner. (Right) The IRSS method 
was used with DW-EPI on the 1.5 T GE scanner.   
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For the BD studies that required DW images, IRSS-DW-EPI was used on the 1.5 T 

GE MRI scanner and SPAIR-DW-EPI was used on the 3 T Siemens scanner.  

 

 

4.4. Optimization of ADC mapping 

In this section, ADC estimation is explored in the context of BD imaging.  

 

4.4.1. Signal model for ADC estimation 

The signal model for estimating ADC given in Equation 4.1 assumes that there is 

only one signal component (e.g. water) in each voxel. This is not true in breast DWI. Even 

with successful fat signal suppression in DWI, it is difficult to eliminate completely the 

contribution of fat in the voxel because fat has multiple signal components, as described in 

Chapter 3. Since fat signal suppression methods are tailored to primarily suppress the large 

signals corresponding to the methylene/methyl resonances, the fat signals that overlap with 

the water resonances (peaks corresponding to the olefinic and the glycerol resonances) are 

not suppressed. The contribution of the unsuppressed fat signals is small (~8.6% of all fat 

signals) (53). Although these small signals may be negligible in most organs, the effect 

becomes non-negligible in the breasts due to the abundance of fat.  

Fat molecules have very low ADC. The ADC of fat (ADCf) measured in peanut oil 

is ~ 0.5 ×103 µm2/s; this is two orders of magnitude less than the ADC of water (ADCw). 
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Thus, voxels with fat and water, will have an apparently lower ADCw if the fat signal is 

not taken into account.  

 To estimate ADCw more accurately in the breast, a new signal model was 

developed, accounting for the presence of unsuppressed fat signals: 

𝑆 = 𝑆H𝑒W�∙��~� + 𝑆;𝑒W�∙��~_					 4.2 . 

In Equation 4.2, 𝑆H is the water signal and 𝑆;	is the unsuppressed fat signal. Since ADCf 

<< ADCw we approximate 𝐴𝐷𝐶; to zero, thus, the exponential term for the unsuppressed 

fat signal becomes 1. Therefore, Equation 4.2 simplifies to: 

𝑆 = 𝑆H𝑒W�∙��~� + 𝑆;									 4.3 . 

The unknown parameters, 𝑆H, 𝑆;, and 𝐴𝐷𝐶H are estimated via least squares fitting.  

 

4.4.2. Performance of ADCw mapping in simulation experiments 

The signal model, proposed in Equation 4.3, should yield more accurate ADCw 

values that are independent of the amount of unsuppressed fat signal than with Equation 

4.1. To test this hypothesis, a series of simulation experiments were conducted. In the 

experiments, a computer-generated image consisting of a circular object (of 1116 voxels) 

surrounded by a background was used. Signals for the object were generated according to 

the model in Equation 4.3 for the three b-value points that were generally used in our 

studies: 0, 100, and 450 s/mm2. Other simulation parameters were: ADCw = [1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 

…, 2.5] ×103 µm2/s, 𝑆; = [0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, …, 0.45], and 𝑆H = 1 – 𝑆;. Gaussian noise was 

added to the images to yield SNRs typically found in vivo in breast DW images. In vivo 
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SNR was calculated as the ratio of the mean signal intensity of fibroglandular tissue to the 

standard deviation of the signal intensity of the background. The SNR at b-value of 450 

s/mm2 was ~50. Thus, Gaussian noise with µ (mean) = 0 and s2 (variance) = 0.001 was 

generated and added to the images at all b-values such that the SNR for the image at b-

value = 450 s/mm2 was ~ 50. Figure 4.1 shows the simulated DW images for ADCw = 2 

×103 µm2/s, 𝑆H= 0.8, and 𝑆; = 0.2.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Simulated DW images for ADCw = 2 ×103 µm2/s, 𝑆H= 0.8, and 𝑆; = 0.2. 
Gaussian noise was added such that at b-value = 450 s/mm2 the SNR of the image is ~50, 
which is a typical SNR observed at the b-value in areas of fibroglandular tissues in our 
breast DWI exams.  

 

 

Using the simulated data sets, ADCw was estimated using Equation 4.1, and 

Equation 4.3. For the latter, 𝑆H and 𝑆; were also estimated. Before parameter estimation, 

we use a background-removing mask to reduce the number of voxels to process for the 

estimation. The mask eliminates the voxels with signal intensity less than 0.05 × the 
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maximum signal intensity of the DW image at b-value = 0. The mask removes background 

and some low signal intensity voxels such as those in regions of mostly fat.  

In estimating parameters with Equation 4.3, the least squares estimation requires 

initial conditions and lower and upper limits for the estimated parameters: 𝑆H, 𝑆;, and 

𝐴𝐷𝐶H.  

𝐴𝐷𝐶H: Since we do not have prior knowledge of the ADCw values, the initial condition 

was set to the 𝐴𝐷𝐶H estimate from Equation 4.1. The lower and the upper boundaries for 

𝐴𝐷𝐶H were set to the range of values typically seen in vivo: 0.5 ≤ 𝐴𝐷𝐶H≤ 3.5 ×103 µm2/s.  

𝑆H and 𝑆;: Since the DW images were normalized (by dividing the images at all b-value 

points by the image at b-value = 0), the widest possible range for 𝑆H and 𝑆; should be from 

0 to 1. Under the assumption that the main fat signal is well-suppressed, we can narrow the 

range of 𝑆;. For example, in an area where FF is 0.9, the unsuppressed fat signal would 

contribute 8.6% of 0.9 (~0.08) to the total signal; the water signal would contribute 100% 

of 0.1 to the total signal. Thus, 𝑆; = 0.08/(0.08 + 0.1) = 0.47. Since regions that have FF > 

0.9 are likely to be nulled by the background-removing mask, the areas of interest are 

expected to have 𝑆; < 0.5. This rationale led us to narrow lower and upper boundaries of 

𝑆H and 𝑆;: 0.5 ≤ 𝑆H ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑆; ≤ 0.5. The initial conditions of 𝑆H and 𝑆; were set to 1 

and 0, respectively.  

The estimated ADCw values from Equations 4.1 and 4.3 were compared to the true 

ADCw values. Figure 4.13 shows a plot of the mean and the standard deviation of the 

estimated ADCw in the simulated object with Equation 4.1 (blue) and Equation 4.3 (red). 
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The figure shows that Equation 4.3 yielded accurate estimation independent of the amount 

of unsuppressed fat signal. In contrast, Equation 4.1 showed increased ADCw 

underestimation as the unsuppressed fat signal increased. The figure only shows the results 

for the true ADCw = 2 ×103 µm2/s, however, experiments with other ADCw values showed 

similar results.  

 

 

Figure 4.13. Plot of ADCw estimates from computer simulation experiments. The mean 
and the standard deviation of the estimated ADCw (for the true ADCw = 2 ×103 µm2/s) are 
shown. Equation 4.3 yielded more accurate ADCw estimation, independent of the amount 
of signal coming from unsuppressed fat. Equation 4.1 underestimated ADCw when fat was 
present.   
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4.4.3. Phantom experiments 

ADCw estimation using Equations 4.1 and 4.3 was further tested on a fat-water 

phantom made of 2% agarose solution and peanut oil (see Figure 3.11). The phantom was 

scanned at 3 T (Siemens, Skyra) with the SPAIR-DW-EPI pulse sequence using a 12-

channel head coil. Imaging parameters were: b-value = 0, 100, 200, 300, 450, and 600 

s/mm2 with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 averages, respectively, acceleration factor = 2, TE = 61 ms, 

TR = 6500 ms, rBW = ± 119 kHz, acquisition matrix = 96 ´ 48, FOV = 23.4 cm ´ 11.7 

cm, and slice thickness = 1 cm.  

We first tested how well Equation 4.3 estimated ADCw when fat was absent. An 

axial slice was scanned to have both gel and oil regions visible in the image. Figure 4.14 

shows the axial slice (A) DW images (only three out of six b-value points are shown) with 

(B) a GRE image acquired without fat suppression to indicate the location of the oil because 

the signal from oil is not clearly seen in the DW images. The estimated ADCw maps from 

Equations 4.1 and 4.3 are shown in (C). The mean and the standard deviation of ADCw was 

2.11 ± 0.05 ×103 µm2/s for Equation 4.1 and 2.25 ± 0.34 ×103 µm2/s for Equation 4.3. The 

ADCw estimates were close to each other in most voxels, however, Equation 4.3 

overestimated ADCw on the gel boundary, as shown in the figure. When excluding the 

voxels on the edge of the ADCw map, ADCw (from Equation 4.3) was 2.15 ± 0.06 ×103 

µm2/s, which was very close to the value from Equation 4.1. 
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Figure 4.14. DW images and estimated ADCw maps of a gel-oil phantom. (A) Three out of 
six DW images are shown with (B) a GRE image without fat signal suppression to indicate 
where the oil is located. (C) ADCw maps estimated from Equations 4.1 and 4.3.  

 

 

To investigate how ADCw estimation performed in the presence of unsuppressed 

fat signals, an image of a tilted slice was acquired, as shown in Figure 4.15. The slice had 

100% gel on one side and 100% oil on the other side. Figure 4.16 shows the DW images 

and the ADCw maps of the slice. With Equation 4.1, ADCw is underestimated in voxels 

with oil; in these voxels ADCw values are between 1 and 2 ×103 µm2/s (darker blue to light 

green in the color scale). On the other hand, Equation 4.3 overestimated (red colored) 

ADCw in regions with oil and at the boundaries.  
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Figure 4.15. Orientation of the tilted slice placed over the fat-water phantom. The tilted 
slice was prescribed by placing the slice on the phantom diagonally, as shown. The left end 
of the slice in the image includes only oil whereas the right end includes only the gel.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.16. DW images and the estimated ADCw maps of the ‘tilted’ slice. (A) Three out 
of six DW images and (B) ADCw maps are shown. 
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The voxels without the overestimation (ADCw < 3.2 ×103 µm2/s by Equation 4.3) 

were compared next (the examined regions are shown in Figure 4.17A). For each column 

of the ADCw map (labelled in the figure as column number), the percent error was 

calculated as: 100 × [mean(ADCw) – gold standard ADCw] / gold standard ADCw. The 

percent error plot is shown in Figure 4.17B, where the smaller the column number, the 

higher the amount of unsuppressed fat signal. The plot shows that the (absolute) error 

increases continuously with Equation 4.1 as more unsuppressed fat signal contributes to 

the total signal whereas with Equation 4.3 the error stays below 5% for all columns. These 

findings were similar to the computer simulation experiments. 
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Figure 4.17. ADCw maps from Equations 4.1 and 4.3 and the percent error plot. (A) ADCw 
maps show voxels with ADCw estimates (from Equation 4.3) < 3.2 ×103 µm2/s. (B) The 
percent error plot for ADCw estimates for Equation 4.1 and 4.3 shows the (absolute) error 
of ADCw from Equation 4.1 increased with more unsuppressed fat signal contribution. 
Equation 4.3 had the error < 5% for all locations.  
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4.4.4. Optimization of the least squares estimation 

The overestimation with Equation 4.3, shown in Figure 4.16, may be due to the 

conditions used in the least squares fitting, i.e. initial conditions and the lower and the upper 

boundaries for the estimated parameters. In this section, we explore the effect of these 

conditions on ADCw estimation.  

 

Nulling the voxels with high fat content  

The background regions are already removed using the mask described in Section 

4.4.2. Since our focus for ADCw mapping is only on fibroglandular tissues, we can further 

remove the regions that have high unsuppressed fat signal contribution so that the ADCw 

estimation is optimized for the fibroglandular tissues. The regions with high fat content can 

be found using the ADCw map, derived from Equation 4.1. Because the ADCw from 

Equation 4.1 is underestimated in the presence of fat, as shown in the simulation 

experiments, the areas with predominantly fatty tissue should have small ADCw, e.g. ADCw 

< 1 ×103 µm2/s. Therefore, prior to the estimation with Equation 4.3, the voxels that have 

ADCw (from Equation 4.1) < 1 ×103 µm2/s were nulled.  

 

Initial conditions of 𝑆H and 𝑆;  

For 𝑆H and 𝑆;, the initial conditions were optimized to improve ADCw estimation. 

We changed the initial condition for 𝑆; from 0 to 1 in 0.05 increments while the one for 𝑆H 
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was changed to (1 – the initial condition for 𝑆;). ADCw was estimated with the initial 

conditions and the results were compared.  

Figure 4.18 shows the ADCw maps estimated with initial conditions for (left) 𝑆; = 

0, 𝑆H = 1 and (right) 𝑆; = 𝑆H  = 0.5. Note that the mask described above is applied to the 

ADCw maps. The figure shows that the initial conditions did not have a significant effect 

on the ADCw estimates. Other initial condition values showed similar results.  

 

 

Figure 4.18. Estimated ADCw maps using Equation 4.3 with different initial conditions. 
The initial conditions used for 𝑆; and 𝑆H were (left) 0 and 1, and (right) 0.5 and 0.5, 
respectively. The same ADCw initial value was used for both estimations. Changing the 
initial conditions did not affect the ADCw estimation. 
 
 

Lower and upper boundaries of 𝑆H and 𝑆; 

In the results presented in Figure 4.16 we used the ranges 0.5 ≤ 𝑆H ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑆; 

≤ 0.5, to estimate parameters with Equation 4.3. Since the results were not satisfactory, 
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other estimation ranges were explored. Specifically, we tested different upper boundaries 

for 𝑆;; the range of 𝑆H was also changed to [1-upper boundary of 𝑆;, 1].  

At FF = 0.8, with the assumption that the main fat signal peak is suppressed 

perfectly, the expected 𝑆; is about 0.26. Since we masked out voxels with suspected high 

fat content, we expected to see an improvement by narrowing the range of the parameter 

estimation. On the contrary, the experiments showed that the widest possible range, i.e. [0, 

1] for both 𝑆; and 𝑆H, gave the best estimation, yielding uniform ADCw maps, and the 

ADCw estimates were close to the gold standard value, as shown in Figure 4.19. 𝑆; map 

also showed more plausible values for the [0, 1] boundary conditions; the area toward the 

left of the map showed higher 𝑆; values where higher contribution from unsuppressed fat 

signal is expected.  
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Figure 4.19. ADCw and 𝑆; estimation with the different 𝑆; ranges. The widest possible 
range of 𝑆; = [0, 1] gave the best estimation, yielding most of ADCw values close to the 
gold standard ADCw. The corresponding 𝑆; map also gave better results. The voxels 
towards the left of the 𝑆; map have higher 𝑆; values as expected.    

  

 

With the narrower range of 𝑆; = [0, 0.3], the overestimation of ADCw values was 

more pronounced than with [0, 0.5]. With a narrower range of lower to upper boundaries, 

the estimation process needed less iteration steps and reached a stopping criteria where the 

final change in the difference sum of squares (the differences between the predicted model 

and the data) relative to the previous sum of squares was less than the tolerance (= 10-7). 

We suspect that the stopping criteria reached a local minimum, rather than a global 
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minimum. We tested different tolerance factors but the results were similar. A reason why 

the 0 ≤ 𝑆; ≤ 1 range gave better results could be that the fat signal is not well suppressed, 

thus the contribution from the unsuppressed fat signal is more than the expected 0.47 in 

regions with high FF.  

With the optimized conditions, the ADCw map from Figure 4.14 was re-estimated 

with Equation 4.3. Figure 4.20 shows the ADCw map in comparison with the gold standard 

ADCw map from Equation 4.1. The figure shows an improvement in the ADCw estimation, 

primarily at the edges of the phantom; there was no obvious overestimation around the 

edges with the optimized conditions.  

Based on the results presented in this section the ranges of 0 ≤ 𝑆H, 𝑆; ≤ 1 were used 

from here on with Equation 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.20. ADCw map from Equation 4.3 with optimized least squares fitting conditions. 
(Left) The gold standard ADCw map calculated with Equation 4.1 and (Right) the ADCw 
map, estimated with Equation 4.3 with the range of 𝑆H and 𝑆; = [0, 1], are shown. The 
means and the standard deviations of ADCw were (left) 2.11 ± 0.05 ×103 µm2/s and (right) 
2.15 ±	0.07 ×103 µm2/s, respectively. All edge voxels were included in the ADCw estimated 
from Equation 4.3. 
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4.4.5. Performance evaluation of ADCw mapping for known 𝑺𝒇 

In this section, we examined the performance of ADCw estimation with Equation 

4.3 for known 𝑆;	values. Since we do not have the gold standard for 𝑆H and 𝑆;, ‘mixed’ 

signals were generated from the gel and the oil regions in the axial slice image (ROIs on 

the gel and the oil are shown in Figure 4.21). By mixing signals at a known quantity 

(voxels) from the gel and the oil regions, we can control the amount of unsuppressed fat 

signal, 𝑆;, in the total signal. The ROI on gel contained 360 voxels whereas the ROI on oil 

contained 168 voxels. Note that the oil was visible in the DW image by adjusting the 

window level. 

 

 

Figure 4.21. ROIs drawn on gel (green) and oil (red) using the DW image at b-value = 0 
s/mm2. A GRE image is shown on the right to show the oil region.  
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The mixed signals were generated by sampling from the gel and the oil regions for the total 

of 100 voxels where true 𝑆; was calculated at b-value = 0 s/mm2 by:  

True 𝑆; = sum(oil signal) / [sum(oil signal) + sum(gel signal)]. 

Sampling was done such that [0, 10, 20, …, and 90] voxels were sampled from the oil 

region and were mixed with [100, 90, 80, …, and 10] voxels from the gel region. This 

experiment simulated the imaging of voxels with FF ranging from 0-0.9. The mixed signals 

were used to estimate ADCw by fitting the data to Equations 4.1 and 4.3. The process of 

sampling, mixing, and fitting was repeated 1000 times to calculate the mean, the standard 

deviation, and the error of the estimated ADCw. For comparison, the gold standard ADCw 

was calculated with Equation 4.1 using the voxels from gel. The percent error in ADCw 

was calculated as: 100 × (estimated – true)/true. 

Table 4.1 and Figure 4.22 show estimates of ADCw from Equations 4.1 and 4.3 at 

various 𝑆; together with the percent error of the estimation. The results showed that with 

Equation 4.1, the degree of underestimation in ADCw becomes larger with higher 𝑆;, which 

is consistent with the findings above. In contrast, ADCw estimates from Equation 4.3 stayed 

close to the gold standard ADCw value (~2.11 ×103 µm2/s) even at higher 𝑆; values. With 

Equation 4.3, the standard deviation of ADCw increased as 𝑆; increased. However, even 

for the points with high standard deviation (e.g. 𝑆; = 0.37), the percent error was 

significantly less than the ADCw estimates from Equation 4.1.  
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Table 4.1. Results of ADCw mapping in the phantom experiment. The gold standard ADCw 
was ~2.11 ×103 µm2/s. Note that Stdev is the standard deviation. The results from (A) 
Equation 4.1 and (B) Equation 4.3 showed that the former underestimated ADCw whereas 
the latter stayed close to the gold standard value even at higher 𝑆;.  

 
A. Equation 4.1 

True 𝑺𝒇 Mean ADCw (×103 µm2/s) Stdev ADCw (×103 µm2/s) % Error 
0.000 2.108 0.000 -0.09 
0.007 2.082 0.003 -1.33 
0.016 2.050 0.003 -2.84 
0.027 2.011 0.003 -4.69 
0.042 1.960 0.003 -7.11 
0.061 1.895 0.004 -10.19 
0.089 1.805 0.005 -14.45 
0.132 1.675 0.006 -20.62 
0.207 1.466 0.008 -30.52 
0.370 1.077 0.013 -48.96 

 
B. Equation 4.3 

True 𝑺𝒇 Mean ADCw (×103 µm2/s) Stdev ADCw (×103 µm2/s) % Error 
0.000 2.131 0.000 1.00 
0.007 2.132 0.009 1.04 
0.016 2.131 0.010 1.00 
0.027 2.133 0.011 1.09 
0.042 2.134 0.013 1.14 
0.061 2.136 0.015 1.23 
0.089 2.138 0.018 1.33 
0.132 2.140 0.025 1.42 
0.207 2.146 0.037 1.71 
0.370 2.170 0.075 2.84 
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Figure 4.22. Plots of ADCw estimates and the percent error. (A) Fraction signal from 
unsuppressed fat is plotted against the mean and the standard deviation of ADCw for 
Equations 4.1 (blue) and 4.3 (red). (B) Corresponding percent error in ADCw estimation is 
shown.  

 

4.5. In vivo DWI and ADCw mapping 

In this section, DWI and ADCw mapping were applied to in vivo data sets to 

compare the performance of Equations 4.1 and 4.3.  

 

4.5.1. Imaging protocol and example images 

In vivo data were acquired in a similar way to the phantom study with the DW-EPI 

pulse sequence with SPAIR fat suppression on the 3 T Siemens scanner using a 16-channel 

phased-array breast RF coil. Imaging parameters were: FOV = 41.8 ́  24.4 cm2, acquisition 

matrix size = 96 ´ 56, slice thickness = 4 mm, TE = 57 ms, TR = 8500 ms, acceleration 

factor = 2, rBW = ± 119 kHz, and b-values = 0, 100, 300, 450, 600 s/mm2 with 2, 2, 4, 6, 
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and 7 averages, respectively. Forty eight axial slices covered the entire breast anatomy. 

ROIs were manually drawn on slices on which breasts were visible.  

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show DW images and ADCw maps for the mid-slice for two 

healthy subjects, Subject #1 and #2, respectively. ADCw maps are shown overlaid on the 

DW image at b = 0 s/mm2. The mask, described in Section 4.4.4, was applied to the ADCw 

maps. Thus, the ADCw maps in the figure only show voxels of mainly fibroglandular tissue. 

The means and the standard deviations of ADCw for Subject #1 were 1.99 ± 0.26 ×103 

µm2/s for Equation 4.1 and 2.29 ± 0.31 ×103 µm2/s for Equation 4.3. Those for Subject #2 

were 2.16 ± 0.32 ×103 µm2/s for Equation 4.1 and 2.55 ± 0.42 ×103 µm2/s for Equation 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.23. DW images and ADCw maps of a central slice from Subject #1. (Top) DW 
images from three (out of five) different b-values (s/mm2). (Bottom) ADCw maps of 
fibroglandular regions are shown overlaid on the DW image for (left) Equations 4.1 and 
(middle) 4.3. (Bottom right) The ADCw map from Equation 4.3 without the overestimated 
(> 3 ×103 µm2/s) voxels is also shown. The ADCw values from Equation 4.1 were lower 
than with Equation 4.3. 
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Figure 4.24. DW images and ADCw maps of a central slice from Subject #2. (Top) DW 
images from three (out of five) different b-values (s/mm2). (Bottom) ADCw maps of 
fibroglandular regions are shown overlaid on the DW image for (left) Equations 4.1 and 
(middle) 4.3. (Bottom right) The ADCw map from Equation 4.3 without the overestimated 
(> 3 ×103 µm2/s) voxels is also shown. The ADCw values from Equation 4.1 were lower 
than with Equation 4.3. 

 

 

4.5.2. Problems with ADCw mapping in vivo 

In Figures 4.23 and 4.24, the ADCw maps from Equation 4.3 showed 

overestimation around the boundaries (red colored). The fact that the overestimation was 

only around the boundaries indicate that it may be coming from motion. This is supported 

by the fact that we did not observe these overestimations around boundaries in phantoms 

(with optimized conditions). One voxel is about 4.4 mm with the imaging parameters used. 

Even a slight motion during the acquisition can cause a voxel mismatch and error in the 
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ADCw estimates. The error is only present when fitting the data to Equation 4.3. This may 

be due to the fact that we are estimating more than one parameter with Equation 4.3 and 

the probability of having errors due to motion increases.  

The source of motion is likely due to breathing. A potential solution is to use 

respiratory triggering to acquire data only during the quiescent period of the breathing 

cycle. The downside of this method is that the scan time will be prolonged. Without 

respiratory triggering, data acquisition with five b-value points already takes ~9 minutes. 

Extending the scan time will bring discomfort to patients and the discomfort may cause 

them to move, exacerbating image artifacts.  

In the clinic, the population of women who may benefit from more accurate ADCw 

estimation are breast cancer patients, by detecting tumors with more accurate ADCw values 

because tumors tend to present lower or higher ADCw values (depending on the type of 

tumor) compared to normal breast tissue. They may also benefit from monitoring the drug 

efficacy as mentioned above. However, breast cancer is treated with surgery or chemo-

therapy, which makes scanning more uncomfortable. Due to discomfort, patients with 

physical illness tend to move during the scan if the scanning takes longer than a few 

minutes.  

When using respiratory triggering, the number of b-value points can be reduced to 

minimize the scan time. However, using less b-values will also cause errors as shown in 

Figure 4.25. The figure shows ADCw and 𝑆; maps estimated using (left column) three b-

values and (right column) six b-values. The number of b-values did not affect the ADCw 
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map obtained from Equation 4.1 (top row). For Equation 4.3 (middle row), however, more 

voxels suffered from ADCw and 𝑆; overestimation with three b-values.  

 

 

Figure 4.25. Comparison of parameter maps in a phantom estimated from three [0, 100, 
450 s/mm2] and six [0, 100, 200, 300, 450, 600 s/mm2] b-values. The number of b-values 
did not affect the estimation with Equation 4.1. With Equation 4.3, the ADCw map have 
many more voxels with overestimated values (red colored); 𝑆; estimates were also higher.  
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4.6. Correlation of ADCw with Frac50 and T2w 

Since ADCw yields information on tissue cellularity, ADCw can potentially be used 

to assess the cellular density of the parenchymal/stromal tissue in the breast. From this 

rationale, a previous study from our group (27) investigated the relationship between 

Frac50 and ADCw. It was hypothesized that the higher the BD the higher the cellularity, 

therefore ADCw was expected to be lower due to restricted diffusivity of water molecules. 

Thus, Frac50 was expected to negatively correlate with ADCw. However, the study showed 

that there was a positive correlation between Frac50 and ADCw with a Spearman 

correlation coefficient = 0.692 (p < 0.001), suggesting that with increased BD there was an 

increase in the average mobility of water. This correlation was opposite to the expected 

trend based on tissue cellularity.  

This unexpected finding may have been caused by the single exponential model 

since the study used Equation 4.1 for estimating ADCw. Thus, we re-visited the problem to 

investigate the relationship between Frac50 and ADCw where ADCw was estimated using 

both Equations 4.1 and 4.3. Aside from having a clear overestimation in some voxels (as 

those indicated by the red voxels in Figure 4.24), we expected a better ADCw estimation 

from all other voxels with Equation 4.3.    

The previous study acquired diffusion data only at two b-value points. To estimate 

𝑆H, 𝑆;, and ADCw with Equation 4.3, we need a minimum of three b-value points. 

Therefore, we could not use the previous data set. Instead, we used DW images acquired 

on three healthy pre-menopausal women using SPAIR-DW-EPI at five b-value points = 0, 

100, 300, 450, and 600 s/mm2. The ADCw maps were estimated using Equations 4.1 and 
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4.3. The data from the left and the right breasts were used as a separate data set, which 

made the sample size = 6.  The ROIs were drawn manually on the DW image at b = 0. 

These ROIs were combined with the binary masks that were generated in Section 4.4.4, 

excluding high fat regions. The combined masks were applied to all slices and the mean 

ADCw values were calculated for the left and the right breasts separately.  

In these same subjects, RADGRASE data were also acquired on the same day. 

From the RADGRASE data sets, FF maps were estimated using the multipeak model, 

Equation 3.2, and T2w maps were estimated using Equation 3.9. The ROIs were drawn 

semi-automatically using the algorithm described in Chapter 5. Using the regions defined 

by the ROIs, Frac50 and mean T2w values were calculated for each breast. 

Using linear regression analysis with the linear model of 𝑌	~	𝛽K + 𝛽M𝑋, we analyze 

the following cases: 

Case 1: 𝑋 = log(Frac50) and 𝑌 = mean ADCw,  

Case 2: 𝑋 = mean T2w and 𝑌 = mean ADCw,  

Case 3: 𝑋 = log(Frac50) and 𝑌 = mean T2w. 

We used the linear regression over the Spearman correlation coefficient because we wanted 

to see if there was any difference in the linear relationship between Equations 4.1 and 4.3 

(for Cases 1 and 2) with respect to 𝑋, and if so, how different they were. 

Figure 4.26 (left) shows the results for Case 1 with the fitted lines shown for each 

equation. The estimated regression coefficient, 𝛽M (slope), showed that there was a positive 

relationship between log(Frac50) and the mean ADCw for both equations with statistical 

significance. 𝛽M was 359 (p-value = 0.002, R2 = 0.92) for Equation 4.1 and 193 (p-value = 
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0.01, R2 = 0.79) for Equation 4.3. Although both equations showed a positive relationship, 

the degree of correlation for Equation 4.3 was slightly lower.  

Figure 4.26 (right) shows the results for Case 2 with the fitted lines shown for each 

equation. There was also a positive relationship between the mean T2w and the mean ADCw 

for both equations. 𝛽M was 9.5 (p-value = 0.007, R2 = 0.84) for Equation 4.1, and 𝛽M was 

5.0 (p-value = 0.026, R2 = 0.68) for Equation 4.3.  

Figure 4.27 shows the results for Case 3 with the fitted line. As expected from the 

findings in Chapter 3, the log(Frac50) was correlated with mean T2w: 𝛽M = 34.54 (p-value 

= 0.003, R2 = 0.89). 

 

 

Figure 4.26. Plots of log(Frac50) and the mean T2w against the mean ADCw. (Left) 
log(Frac50) was correlated with mean ADCw: 𝛽M = 359 (p-value = 0.002, R2 = 0.92) for 
Equation 4.1, and 𝛽M = 193 (p-value = 0.01, R2 = 0.79) for Equation 4.3. (Right) mean T2w 
was correlated with mean ADCw: 𝛽M = 9.5 (p-value = 0.007, R2 = 0.84) for Equation 4.1, 
and 𝛽M = 5.0 (p-value = 0.026, R2 = 0.68) for Equation 4.3. 
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Figure 4.27. Plot of log(Frac50) against the mean T2w. The results showed that log(Frac50) 
was correlated with mean T2w: 𝛽M = 34.54 (p-value = 0.003, R2 = 0.89). 

 
 

Similarly to the previous study, a positive correlation was found between 

log(Frac50) and mean ADCw with either Equations 4.1 or 4.3. However, the degree of 

correlation (slope) was less with Equation 4.3 compared with Equation 4.1. As we explored 

for a possible explanation for the positive correlation, we began to see the connection 

between ADCw and T2w maps. In fluid-like substances, ADCw values are higher because 

the water molecules can freely diffuse without restriction. As mentioned in Chapter 3, T2w 

is sensitive to water and T2w is higher in the presence of unbound water molecules such as 

fluid. Figure 4.28 shows comparative figures of the T2w and the ADCw maps (from 

Equations 4.1 and 4.3) of the same subject (for similar slice locations) as an example to 

illustrate that ADCw may be also correlated with the existence of the unbound water 

molecules that is raising ADCw values. In the figure, the color scales in the ADCw map 
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were adjusted to show a better dynamic range in the ADCw values. Note that both the ADCw 

and the T2w values showed elevated values in the central regions in the breasts. From the 

central regions toward the skin, the values in both ADCw and T2w maps continued to go 

down.  

 

 

Figure 4.28. Comparison of T2w map (from RADGRASE) and ADCw map (from Equations 
4.1 and 4.3) for similar slices in a pre-menopausal subject. In the central regions in both 
breasts, the ADCw and T2w values are higher.  
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From these observations, we hypothesize that the high ADCw values may also indicate the 

presence of active glandular tissues as in T2w maps. Our hypothesis is supported by the fact 

the high ADCw values were correlated with the high T2w values, as shown above. This 

finding led us to believe that the ADCw cannot be used for evaluating the breast cellularity 

the same way as in tumors unless fluid and non-fluid water signals are separated.  

 

4.7. Summary 

In this chapter, the DWI technique was optimized to image the breast and an ADCw 

mapping algorithm was developed and optimized for fibroglandular tissues in the breast.   

The DWI technique was optimized by improving the fat signal suppression, which 

is challenging in breasts with abundant fat. The problem is accentuated by the fact that fat 

has multiple resonance peaks, some of which overlap with the water resonance. Due to this 

overlap, even with good fat signal suppression, not all fat signal peaks are suppressed 

Due to the unsuppressed fat signals, the signal model (Equation 4.1) that have been 

used to estimate ADCw map, is not accurate. As a result, ADCw is underestimated with 

Equation 4.1. The effects from the unsuppressed fat signal is typically small, however, they 

become more important in fat-abundant tissues such as breasts. Since the ADCw maps are 

used to monitor drug efficacy and to detect tumors, the underestimation of the ADCw values 

may have a significant impact on the ADCw map-based diagnosis and prognosis 

assessment. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we proposed a new signal equation, Equation 4.3, 

which accounts for the presence of unsuppressed fat signals. Results from phantom 
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experiments showed that ADCw mapping can be improved by estimating ADCw with the 

proposed signal model, Equation 4.3. In vivo experiments showed similar results where 

ADCw values from Equation 4.1 were smaller than from Equation 4.3, potentially due to 

underestimation. However, we observed some challenges. Due to motion (e.g. from free 

breathing), the edge boundaries contained overestimation in the ADCw values, which was 

not observed in phantom experiments. The use of a respiratory triggering method is a 

solution for the motion errors, however, it extends the scan time and reducing the number 

of b-values will bring errors in the ADCw estimation.  

Lastly in Section 4.6, we discovered that the ADCw cannot be used for evaluating 

the breast cellularity unless water signals from the unbound water molecules were 

separated. The fluid-like regions in the breast along with the inaccurate signal model 

(Equation 4.1) may be contributing to the wide range of ADCw values reported in the 

literature (82). According to a recent review (82), the ADCw values of fibroglandular tissue 

from 13 studies at different sites ranged from 1.33 to 2.37 µm²/s, where the median ADC 

value was 1.92 µm²/s.  

As shown in the last section, ADCw and T2w maps present similar information with 

the presence of fluid-like substance in the breast. The statistical analysis of BD using ADCw 

and T2w was discussed. However, the information afforded by these two parameters may 

be redundant and could contribute to errors in the statistical results. Since the T2w map is 

co-registered with the FF map, using T2w maps together with FF maps, as done in Chapter 

3, is probably a better approach for studying changes in tissue characteristics related to 

changes in BD. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMAGE ANALYSIS USING BREAST MRI DATA 

 

Quantification of BD from mammographic images or fat-water MR images requires 

tracing of ROIs on the breasts. This task is typically performed in a semi-automated 

manner, based on signal intensity thresholds (26, 83, 84). In our work, Frac50 is calculated 

using the FF maps from RADGRASE data and used as a surrogate biomarker for 

mammographic BD. Thus, ROIs need to be traced on images from 19 slices per subject. 

Manually segmenting ROIs on these slices is a time consuming task. Moreover, there is an 

inter-rater variability in the ROI selection, which can affect the calculation of Frac50. Thus, 

there was a need for developing an automated image segmentation algorithm to expedite 

image analysis and minimize manual tracing variability. In a collaborative effort with Dr. 

Jeffrey J. Rodriguez’ Signal and Image Laboratory, an automated image segmentation tool 

was developed (85, 86).   

 
 

5.1. Automated image segmentation 

 Currently, the automated image segmentation method detailed in (86) is used to 

segment breasts using water and fat images generated from the RADGRASE data. The 

method can be broken down in two parts: (1) separating the breasts from the background 

and (2) separating the breasts from the pectoral muscles. 
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Separation of the breasts from the background 

For separating the breasts from the background, the k-means++ algorithm (87) is 

used. The k-means++ algorithm is a variation of the original k-means clustering algorithm. 

In general, when the k-means algorithm is applied to an image, the algorithm looks at the 

signal intensities of the image and partitions them into k mutually exclusive clusters 

(groups) by minimizing the sum of squares differences (in the signal intensity) within 

clusters. The original k-means algorithm chooses initial k cluster centroids randomly. The 

k-means++ algorithm chooses the first centroid randomly and the subsequent centroids are 

selected with a probability proportional to the squared distance between the signal intensity 

and the nearest centroid value. The k-means++ algorithm is used because it is a faster and 

more robust compared to the k-means algorithm (87).  

To segment the breast regions from the images reconstructed from RADGRASE 

data, the k-means++ algorithm is applied first to the water image to segment the 

background regions from the anatomy. In the algorithm, k = 3 is used to partition the breast 

water image into three groups dividing it into voxels with signal intensity close to 0 

(background regions), voxels with intermediate signal intensity (e.g. fatty regions in the 

breast), and voxels with high signal intensity (e.g. regions of fibroglandular tissue in the 

breast). The water image from a subject with dense breast together with the clusters is 

shown in Figure 5.1, where the clusters that are not the background are combined to 

generate a binary mask (background is set to 0).  
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Figure 5.1. A water image and the k-means++ cluster algorithm. The k-means++ clustering 
algorithm was applied with k = 3 to the water image yielding the cluster map, shown as K 
clusters. From the cluster map, a binary mask was generated where the background regions 
were set to 0. 

 

Separation of breast tissue from the pectoral muscles 

For separating breast tissue from the pectoral muscles (see Figure 5.2), the fat image 

is used to find an optimal path along the pectoral muscle boundary using a dynamic 

programming algorithm (88, 89). The optimum path is found using the following cost 

function obtained from fat image, 𝐼;: 

𝐶 𝑥, 𝑦 =
𝑑𝐼; 𝑥, 𝑦
𝑑𝑦 								 5.1 , 

where 𝐶 𝑥, 𝑦  is the cost function at the pixel 𝑥, 𝑦  and  𝑥 and 𝑦 are the column and the 

row, respectively, identifying the location of a pixel on 𝐼; (86). The idea is that the cost 
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function values are expected to be very high in areas where the darker pixels, corresponding 

to the water pixels in the pectoral muscle, transition to brighter pixels in breast fatty tissue. 

The starting pixel for the optimum path is defined as the pixel with the highest cost value 

in the middle column of the image, as shown in Figure 5.3A by the yellow circle. Based 

on the patient positioning on the breast coil, the pixels in the middle column of the image 

consist of non-breast tissues such as adipose tissue between the breasts, the sternum, and 

the pectoral muscle. From the starting pixel at the circle in the figure, the algorithm goes 

left and right to find the path that defines the pectoral muscle boundary (shown as a red 

overlaid on the cost map in Figure 5.3B). The optimum path is found by maximizing the 

sum of the cost function along the path. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. The boundary of the breasts and the pectoral muscle on a RADGRASE fat 
image. The boundary between the fat and the pectoral muscle is indicated by the solid 
arrows.  
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Figure 5.3. The cost map and the pectoral muscle boundary. (A) The cost map is used by 
the dynamic programming algorithm, starting at the pixel indicated with the circle to define 
(B) the pectoral muscle boundary (red line).  

 

 

Using the binary mask generated from the k-means++ algorithm, all pixels that reside 

posterior to the pectoral muscle boundary (shown in red, overlaid on the binary mask in 

Figure 5.4A) are eliminated, as shown in Figure 5.4B. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Generation of an automated ROI. (A) The pectoral muscle boundary, generated 
by dynamic programming, is shown in red overlaid on the binary mask from the k-means++ 
algorithm. (B) The automated ROI generated after nulling the pixels posterior to the 
pectoral muscle boundary. 
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5.2. Exclusion of the skin from the breasts 

The ROI generated in section 5.1 included the skin, as indicted in Figure 5.5 

(between arrows) by the bright signal at the edge of the ROI.  Recently, it was shown that 

the inclusion of skin artificially increased BD by as much as 23% (90), which can lead to 

a false conclusion in studies that use BD as a biomarker. Thus, there was a need to exclude 

the skin from the breast ROIs for more accurate BD analysis.  

 

 

Figure 5.5. Presence of skin in the breast ROIs. Skin is indicated between arrows on (left) 
the water image from a fat-water MRI. (Right) The automated ROI is contoured in red on 
the water image. The automated ROI includes skin. 

 

 

5.2.1. Basic morphological operations  

In image analysis, a minor modification of a binary mask (e.g. removing skin) is 

often accomplished via morphological operations (85), in which structuring elements 

(small shapes) are used to add and subtract pixels from the ROI (91). For example, for the 

addition of pixels, an operation called dilation can be used. Figure 5.6 (left) shows a 
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schematic diagram of the original ROI and the structuring element (red circle). In 

morphological operations, pixels that are inside the ROI are referred to as “foreground”. 

The structuring element is applied along the boundary of the foreground regions (centering 

the structuring element on the boundary pixels that are inside the ROI), as indicated by the 

dotted-arrow path in the figure. In the dilation operation, the structuring element is used to 

enlarge the foreground regions at the boundaries by adding the pixels inside the structuring 

element; the ROI after dilation is contoured in green in Figure 5.6 (right). To shrink the 

ROI, the erosion operation can be used, which is the dilation of the background (non-

foreground regions). The ROI after erosion (using the same structuring element as in 

dilation) is contoured in blue in Figure 5.7 (right). The dilation and the erosion operators 

are the two basic operators in morphological operations. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Schematic diagrams of morphological operations with a circle. (Left) The 
circle, shown as the structuring element, is applied on the original ROI. (Right) ROIs from 
dilation (green) and erosion (blue) operations are shown, overlaid on the original ROI.  
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Using these basic operators, widely used operations such as opening and closing 

can be defined. In the opening operation, the erosion is done first, followed by the dilation. 

In the closing operation, the dilation is followed by the erosion. The opening and the 

closing operations remove and add pixels in the corner edges of the foreground regions, 

respectively. In Figure 5.7, the ROIs resulting from the opening and the closing operations 

are contoured in dotted colored lines overlaid on the original ROI. The opening operation 

removes pixels that are thinned, e.g. corners of the structures. The resulting ROI from the 

opening operation has rounded convex corners of the squares, whereas the one from the 

closing operation has rounded concave corners.  

 

 

Figure 5.7. Examples of opening and closing operations. The same circular structuring 
element (shown in Figure 5.6) was applied on the ROI for (left) opening and (right) closing 
operations. The result masks are shown as dotted contoured line in (left) magenta and 
(right) red, respectively.  
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5.2.2. Morphological operations for removing skin pixels from the breast ROI 

Since the erosion operator removes pixels from an ROI, we applied erosion to 

remove the skin pixels from the breast ROI. For the structuring element, we experimented 

using disks with different radii. The structuring element of an approximated disk with 

radius = 2, 3, and 4 were generated through the Matlab function, ‘strel’, as shown in Figure 

5.8. In the structuring elements, the white blocks are 1’s and the shaded blocks are 0’s. The 

choice of the radius comes from our prior knowledge that the typical skin thickness in the 

breast is < 3 mm (92). The resolution of the water and fat images is roughly 1.3 mm/pixel. 

Therefore, we expected to see satisfactory results by removing 2-4 pixels. The disks, shown 

in Figure 5.8, are intended to remove (from left to right in the figure) 2, 3, and 4 pixels 

from the automated ROI.  

 

 

Figure 5.8. Structuring elements of a disk with different radii. Using the Matlab function, 
‘strel’, a structuring element of an approximated disk was generated via “strel(‘disk’, r)”, 
where r is a radius in integer. The white blocks are 1’s and the shaded blocks are 0’s. 
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The erosion operation was tested using the data acquired with a commercially 

available fat-water MRI technique on the 3 T (Siemens, Skyra) MRI scanner from four 

healthy subjects. The automated ROIs were generated using the fat and water images 

reconstructed using the scanner’s software. Each of the structuring elements was applied 

separately to the automated ROI for the erosion operation only on the upper boundary of 

the breasts (the boundary between the breast skin and the background).  Figure 5.9 shows 

results from two of the subjects for the three disk radii; the resulting ROIs are contoured in 

red and overlaid on the water image. From the visual inspection, the disk with r = 2 did not 

completely remove the skin in the two subjects. The disk with r = 3 removed almost all 

voxels that were part of the skin. The disk with r = 4 removed all skin but also removed 

voxels that were not skin but were part of breasts. These preliminary results suggested that 

the disk with r = 3 was the best choice for skin removal.  
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Figure 5.9. Skin removal via erosion on two subjects. The structuring element of a disk 
was generated with the disk radius, r = (from top row) 2, 3, and 4. The erosion operation 
was applied on the ROI of the same slice for each subject. The results after erosion are 
shown contoured in red and overlaid on the water image (reconstructed from the fat-water 
MRI method on the 3 T Siemens scanner).  

 

 

 Although our results were good in most voxels and in most images, there were still 

voxels that were part of the skin but were not removed by the erosion operation. Thus, we 

decided to explore another alternative for skin removal. 
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5.2.3. Thinning algorithm for removing skin pixels from the breast ROI 

The operation known as morphological thinning (93) was tested next for skin 

removal. The algorithm can be used to shrink a binary mask by nulling the boundary pixels 

of an ROI. Unlike the erosion operator, the thinning algorithm is known to preserve the 

topology of objects, preventing thin structures to become disconnect from the main 

structure (e.g. ROI) (94). However, this algorithm is an alternative approach for removing 

pixels containing the skin from an ROI, and may perform better than the erosion operation. 

The major difference between the erosion and the thinning operations is that the latter uses 

different structuring elements. The thinning algorithm uses eight 3-by-3-like structuring 

elements, as shown in Figure 5.10. Notice that the structuring elements are not complete 

3-by-3 mask since two of nine pixels in the 3-by-3 masks are ‘missing’ (i.e. they are not 

set to neither 1 nor 0). When the structuring element is applied to an ROI, the algorithm 

only cares if the pattern of the structuring element matches the applied area in the ROI. 

Thus, the ‘missing’ pixel in the structuring element can be either 1 or 0 in the applied area 

in the ROI.  
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Figure 5.10. Structuring elements used in the thinning algorithm. Each of the elements is 
applied in the order, starting with S1, then S2, …, S8, to the binary image (e.g. ROI) by 
centering its center pixel (of S) to the pixel in the binary image. If the structuring element 
matches the neighboring patterns of the pixels in the binary image, the pixel is deleted from 
the binary image before applying the next structuring element. 

 

 

The structuring elements are applied one at a time to an ROI, starting from S1 

through S8. Each structuring element is translated to all pixels in the ROI. When the pattern 

of the mask matches the neighboring pixels in the ROI, the pixel located at the center of 

the mask is deleted from the ROI. S2 is then applied to find the matching pixels, and so on. 

The structuring elements are applied from S1 to S8 as one cycle. This cycle is repeated until 

the ROI no longer changes or until the number of assigned iterations are completed. In our 

case, the number of iterations is three; with three iterations, ~3 pixels are expected to be 

removed from the edges of the ROI. 

 ROIs for the same data shown in Figure 5.9 are shown in Figure 5.11. The ROIs 

resulting from the thinning operation are contoured in green and overlaid on the water 

image in the figure (top row). One of the downsides of the thinning algorithm is that some 
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of the regions that needed to be removed, e.g. nipples (indicated by the yellow arrows in 

Subject 1), are not eliminated because the thinning algorithm does not disconnect 

components from the ROI, as mentioned above. Furthermore, the outer boundaries of the 

ROI tend to become jagged (indicated by the red arrows in Subject 2). To overcome these 

limitations, the morphological opening was used to smooth out these boundaries. Figure 

5.11 (bottom row) shows the resulting ROIs after the opening operation was performed 

using a circular structuring element with radius = 3 pixels. The figure shows that the ROIs 

are smoother and the nipples were better removed from the ROIs after opening. From visual 

inspection, all skin and nipple regions were successfully excluded with the thinning and 

the opening operations. Furthermore, there were fewer unwanted pixel removals (from the 

breasts) in the resulting ROIs compared to the ones from erosion. These experiments 

favored the combined operations of thinning and opening over erosion. 
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Figure 5.11. ROIs after applying the (top row) thinning only and (bottom row) thinning 
and opening operations to remove the skin pixels. The final ROIs (green) were contoured 
over the water images. The thinning algorithm did not remove the nipple regions (indicated 
by the yellow arrows in Subject 1) and the boundary is jagged (as indicted by the red arrows 
in Subject 2). (Bottom row) A circular structuring element with the radius of three was 
used for the opening operation after the thinning algorithm. The resulting ROIs (magenta) 
do not contain nipple regions and the contour is smoother.  

 

 

5.2.4. Comparison of Frac50 with and without skin in the ROI 

In this section, we investigated how different the BD biomarker, Frac50, was when 

the values were calculated using the automated ROIs with and without skin. For the skin 

removal, the thinning algorithm and the opening operation were used. Using 30 sets of 

RADGRASE data acquired in the 1.5 T GE scanner, Frac50 was calculated from the 

automated ROIs with and without skin removal on the central slice. The Frac50 values 

were compared via linear regression analysis with the linear model:	𝑌	~	𝛽K + 𝛽M𝑋, where 
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𝑋 and 𝑌 were Frac50 calculated using the ROIs without and with skin, respectively. The 

Spearman’s correlation coefficient was also calculated to evaluate the correlation of 𝑋 and 

𝑌.  

 In Figure 5.12, Frac50 values from the ROIs without skin were plotted against 

Frac50 values from the ROIs with skin. In the figure, the fitted line (solid line) and the 95% 

confidence interval bounds (dashed lines) are also shown. The slope of the line (𝛽M) was 

0.934 (p-value << 0.001) and the intercept (𝛽K) was 0.018 (p-value = 0.0002). R2 was 

0.987. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient was 0.893 (p-value << 0.001). The results 

showed that there was a strong linear correlation between the Frac50 values with and 

without skin, however, the Frac50 values were lower in general when the skin was removed 

which was consistent with the findings in the literature (9). Since Frac50 is affected by the 

skin, the skin was removed from the ROIs in the data presented in previous chapters and 

below. 
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Figure 5.12. A plot of Frac50 with and without skin. Frac50 without skin is plotted against 
Frac50 with skin along with the fitted line and 95% confidence interval from the linear 
regression analysis. The slope of the line was 0.934 (p-value << 0.001) and the intercept 
was 0.018 (p-value = 0.0002). R2 of the analysis was 0.987. There was a linear relationship 
between the values, however, the results show that Frac50 calculated with skin is higher 
than without skin in most cases. 

 

 

5.3. Comparison of automated and manual ROIs 

In this section, we evaluated the Frac50 values using the automated ROIs in 

comparison with those calculated with manually drawn ROIs. Here, the automated ROIs 

are referred to as the automated ROIs without skin. A typical evaluation of automated 

image segmentation involves counting the pixel overlap between the automated and the 

manual ROIs. However, since main goal is to study BD via Frac50. Thus, Frac50 values 

were compared instead using the same data set that were used in Section 5.2.4.  
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Manual ROIs were drawn by two operators, who were trained to draw ROIs on the 

breasts and were told to exclude the skin from the ROIs. For analysis, left and right breasts 

(separated using an opening operating as described in (86)) were analyzed separately. The 

relative error was computed for each image to compare Frac50 from the two sources of 

ROIs as: |𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐50� − 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐50�|/𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐50�, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 indicates the different sources 

of ROIs used to calculate 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐50. Comparison were made for the following cases: 

• Manual ROIs from operator #1 (Man. #1) versus automated ROI (Auto) 

• Manual ROIs from operator #2 (Man. #2) versus automated ROI 

• Manual ROIs from operator #1 versus manual ROI from operator #2. 

The relative errors from all 30 images were plotted in boxplots to assess how different 

Frac50 values were in each pair of ROIs in a non-parametric way first. What we expected 

to see in the boxplots was less variability in Frac50 comparing the automated and the 

manual ROIs than when comparing the two manual ROIs. We also compared the Frac50 

values using the linear regression analysis with the regression model of		~	𝛽K + 𝛽M𝑋, where 

𝑋 and 𝑌 were the Frac50 values from the two sources of ROIs for the three cases listed 

above. 

Figure 5.13 shows boxplots of the relative errors in Frac50. The boxplots showed 

large variability between the two manual ROIs. In contrast, the automated ROIs produced 

smaller relative errors with respect to the ROIs manually drawn by operators #1 and #2. 
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Figure 5.13. Boxplot of relative error in Frac50 with different ROIs. The variability 
between the two manual ROIs was larger than the variability between the automated ROI 
and either of the manual ROIs. 

 

 

The results from the linear regression analysis are shown in Table 5.1. All 𝛽M values 

were close to 1, showing highly linear relationships between all pairs of ROIs, with 

minimal bias (𝛽K is close to 0). All 𝛽 values reached statistical significance. Upon visual 

inspection of the ROIs, most of the differences between any pairs of ROIs came from either 

the areas close to the sternum and the axilla (armpit), as indicated in Figure 5.14 (arrows). 

If the ROIs are drawn by the same person (either manually or in a semi-automated fashion), 

these small differences are expected to stay about the same across all exams, and thus are 

not expected to affect the BD analysis.  
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The findings indicate that the automated ROIs produce comparative Frac50 values 

to the manual ROIs. Therefore, it is concluded that automated ROIs can be used to analyse 

BD. 

 

Table 5.1. Summary of linear regression analysis comparing Frac50 from a pair of ROIs 
(from two manual ROIs and the automated ROIs). Frac50, calculated on 30 images, were 
compared via linear regression with the regression model: 𝑌	~	𝛽K + 𝛽M𝑋.	 In (1), “Auto ~ 
Manual#1” indicates that 𝑋 = Frac50 calculated using ROIs of Manual #1 were fitted 
against 𝑌 = Frac50 from the automated ROIs. R2 were close to 1 in all three cases.  

(1) Auto ~ Manual#1   

 Estimated p-value R2 
𝜷𝟎 -0.012 0.0002 0.996 
𝜷𝟏 0.966 1.04E-35  

(2) Auto ~ Manual#2   
 Estimated p-value R2 
𝜷𝟎 -0.005 0.009 0.999 
𝜷𝟏 0.989 2.33E-41  

(3) Manual#2 ~ Manual#1  
 Estimated p-value R2 
𝜷𝟎 -0.007 0.008 0.997 
𝜷𝟏 0.977 8.45E-37  

 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Automated and manual ROIs overlaid on water images. These two example 
images show that the differences between the ROIs were mainly in areas close to the 
sternum or the axilla (armpit), indicated at arrows.  
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5.4. Development of graphic user interface (GUI) 

The automated image segmentation is a useful tool that can bring great productivity 

in analyzing BD. However, the automated segmentation method sometimes fails, i.e. due 

to atypical anatomical structure from the patient positioning or surgery. Thus, there was a 

need to develop a GUI such that a user can manually correct the automated ROI. The 

development of the GUI would also allow other users to benefit from the automated 

segmentation method by packaging our algorithms as an executable product. The GUI was 

developed using Matlab and has the following features: 

• A user can open either a fat or a water image in various formats (e.g. tiff, DICOM).  

• Once the image is loaded, the unselected image is automatically searched in the 

parent folder (if a user selects the water image the unselected fat image is searched) 

because both water and fat images are needed for the automated image 

segmentation.  

• The automated ROI is generated and displayed as an overlay on the selected image 

selected (e.g. water image), as shown in Figure 5.15. The ROI is transparent over 

the image to enable the user to determine if the ROI is adequate or it needs to be 

corrected. If the ROI is satisfactory (as the one shown in the figure), the user can 

click the “Done slice/save” button to save the ROI and move to the next slice (the 

GUI automatically proceeds to the next slice).  

• The ROI is saved as a binary file and an overlaid image is saved separately with the 

left and the right ROIs in a different color (as shown in figure 5.16).  
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• Once all slices are completed for the exam, selecting the “Complete exam/save” 

button will calculate the statistics using the ROIs and will save the results in a text 

file. Currently, the statistics that the GUI prints out in a text file are the following: 

the mean and the standard deviation of FF, Frac10, Frac20, … Frac100, and the 

cumulative pixel counts of the pixels with FF up to 0.1, 0.2, … and 1. The ROIs 

and the statistical results are saved in a folder, generated by the GUI within the 

exam folder.  

 

Figure 5.15. The graphical user interface for semi-automated image segmentation. After a 
water or a fat image is selected by the user, an automated ROI is yielded by the software. 
The GUI displays the resulting ROIs as transparent over the water image.  
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Figure 5.16. Left and right ROIs overlaid on the water image in different colors.  

 

 

5.4.1. Adjustments to the GUI for fat-water MRI data acquired in the Siemens scanner  

When we transitioned to the 3 T MRI scanner (Siemens, Skyra), the automated 

segmentation method, developed for data acquired with RADGRASE at 1.5 T, did not 

work as well in some cases. This was due to several differences between data acquired on 

the scanners. On the 3 T scanner, the saturation band (SAT), placed by an operator to 

reduce cardiac artifacts, does not show up clearly in the images. Having a signal dropout 

at the SAT helped the segmentation method to find the left/right terminal pixel in the ROIs 

with the data from the 1.5 T scanner. Thus, for data acquired on the 3 T scanner, the user 

can click “Specify SAT” button to manually set the SAT band. Once the button is clicked, 

the green line, shown in Figure 5.17, shows up automatically and the user can drag it up 

and down to set the SAT band where it should be (e.g. over the heart). Once the SAT band 

location is decided, a double-click on the green line sets the location and the line 

disappears. After this procedure, the pixels below the SAT line are nulled from the ROIs 

for all slices in the exam.  
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Figure 5.17. SAT band specification for the automated segmentation. The green line is a 
movable so that a user can set the SAT band location. The automated segmentation method 
then uses this information to yield automated ROIs. 

  

 

Another difference between the data acquired in the 1.5 and 3 T scanners was the 

differences in the breast coils. At 1.5 T, the breast coil is positioned in a way that the 

patients lay down almost perpendicularly at the breast coil, resulting in a flat compressed 

appearance of the pectoral muscle across the breasts, as shown in Figure 5.18 (top). In 

contrast, at 3 T there was a slight incline in the breast coil that resulted in a very different 

appearance of the pectoral muscle (appearing bulging into the breast tissue) as shown in 

Figure 5.18 (middle row). This caused the automated segmentation method to fail as shown 

in the bottom row of the figure where pixels corresponding to breast tissue were not 

included in the ROI.   
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Figure 5.18. An automated ROI overlaid on the water image from 3 T MRI scanner. The 
pectoral muscle on 3 T scanner appeared bulging into the breast tissue. Because of this, the 
automated segmentation method failed in the example shown, where some breast tissue 
pixels around the pectoral muscle were not included in the ROI.  

 

 

In those cases, the GUI was very useful to correct for the error. The “Add more ROI” button 

in the GUI allows the user to manually add more regions to the ROI. Figure 5.19 shows a 

manual correction of the ROI in the example shown in Figure 5.18 (bottom), where the 
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region on the left of the ROI (shown in white/blue contour) that was missed by the 

automated ROI (red contour) was added. Similarly, the user can exclude regions via the 

“Erase region” button in the GUI.  

 

 

Figure 5.19. Manual correction of the automated ROI. In this example, the missing breast 
pixels on the left of the ROI (shown in white/blue contour) were added to the existing ROI 
(red contour). 

 

 

Another problem with the images acquired at 3 T is that the separation of the left 

and the right breasts via the opening operator were not consistent due to the patient 

positioning. To solve this problem, the “Select Left/Right” button was incorporated. By 

clicking the button, a vertical green line appears at the center of the image. The user can 

move the line left and right to where the breast ROI should be separated, similarly to setting 

the SAT band location. Examples of the vertical line placing for the ROI separation are 

shown in Figure 5.20. This left-right separation is the last step before pressing the “Done 

slice/save” button to move on to the next slice. 
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Figure 5.20. Examples of left/right selection in the GUI for three different subjects.  By 
clicking the “Select Left/Right” button, the user can select where the left and the right 
breast ROI should be separated.  

   

This GUI is currently used by three study groups at the University of Arizona to 

analyze BD. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

6.1. Summary 

Mammographic BD is a strong non-familial risk factor for breast cancer. As an 

alternative to conventional mammographic assessment of BD, quantitative MRI can be 

used to study BD. Because MRI does not use harmful ionizing radiation, frequent scans 

are possible. For assessing BD, fat-water MRI can be used to distinguish the water from 

the fat signal components, allowing to differentiate fibroglandular from adipose tissue in 

the breast. In our group, we use RADGRASE as the fat-water MRI technique to assess BD 

by estimating FF per voxel. Previously, it was shown that Frac50, derived from the FF 

map, can serve as a surrogate BD biomarker. Therefore, it was shown that quantitative MRI 

can be used safely in longitudinal studies of BD.  

Current knowledge indicates that there is a relationship between high BD and 

increased breast cancer risk. However, the biology behind the relationship is not well 

understood (95). This may be due to the limited information given from the current 

radiological imaging system, which only yields anatomical information but does not give 

information on tissue characteristics. For instance, in mammography or with conventional 

fat-water MRI methods, we cannot identify the different component within the 
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fibroglandular tissues. This limits us in linking the type of tissues that respond to the 

pharmaceutical agent that treats or prevents breast cancer.  

In this work, parametric analysis was detailed in Chapters 3 and 4 where multiple 

MRI-based parameters were used to study BD and characterize tissues. Chapter 3 focused 

on the parameter estimation using data acquired with the RADGRASE imaging sequence. 

A novelty of using RADGRASE data, as opposed to other fat-water MRI techniques, is 

that a single data set provides multiple TE images (from data acquired at the various SE 

points) as well as GRE images (from data acquired within each SE point). The TE images 

are used to estimate T2w maps and the GRE images are used to reconstruct fat and water 

images and FF maps for the entire breast volume. In analyzing BD, we showed that T2w 

maps provide complementary information to FF maps on the composition of fibroglandular 

tissue based on the differences in the T2w values. Hence, parametric analysis using both FF 

and T2w maps provides an advantage in monitoring changes in BD over mammography and 

conventional fat-water MRI techniques; Frac50 can determine overall BD and T2w maps 

can add information on tissue characteristics in the breasts. Another advantage of using FF 

and T2w from RADGRASE is that the voxel-wise comparison is possible because these 

parameter maps are co-registered. The voxel-wise comparison may provide new insights 

on how tissue characteristics change over the course of chemo-preventative or cancer 

treatment in longitudinal studies. 

In Chapter 4, the experimental conditions for acquiring DWI data were optimized 

for better fat suppression. With the IRSS-DW-EPI pulse sequence, we can now obtain DW 

images with minimal chemical shift artifacts. For parametric mapping using DW images, 
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a new signal model was proposed for estimating ADCw to better account for unsuppressed 

fat signals that may not be negligible in the breast due to high fat content. In simulations 

and in phantoms, we showed that with the new signal model we were able to overcome 

errors in ADCw underestimation due to the presence of fat. However, in vivo experiments 

showed that there was overestimation in voxels at the boundaries of the fibroglandular and 

adipose tissue. We suspect the source of error is due to motion from free breathing.  

ADCw was sought with the goal of monitoring changes in tissue cellularity with 

chemopreventive treatment. However, fibroglandular tissues contain fluid in glands, which 

is problematic because fluid (free water) will increase the ADCw values, confounding the 

effect of cellularity. Therefore, fluid content needs to be separated from the non-fluid 

content in the fibroglandular tissue to have a meaningful analysis.  

For analyzing BD, information needs to be extracted from parametric maps by 

drawing an ROI on the breast for each slice. Because there are many exams for many 

subjects, this process can be very time-consuming. In Chapter 5, the workflow was 

optimized by first improving an automated image segmentation method that was developed 

in our group. Since no automated segmentation method is perfect, manual correction of the 

generated ROIs is inevitable. A GUI was developed to help to minimize the manual 

workload (e.g. producing ROIs and reporting results from statistical analysis). The 

automated segmentation method produced ROIs that were less variable than the ROIs 

produced by multiple individuals and therefore, by using the GUI, we expect to see less 

variability because users are starting the segmentation process from an automated ROI. 
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Even if the users choose to modify the ROI, the number of pixels that are added or removed 

from the ROI is typically fewer than the number of pixels in the rest of the ROI.  

 

6.2. Future work 

 In using T2w maps in the breast, our findings indicate that T2w-related parameters 

may be a good biomarker for detecting a physiological change associated with hormonal 

activity or for monitoring the changes in the area of active glandular tissues. Although 

voxel-wise correlation of hormonal activity and the T2w values is not possible with the 

current imaging technology, we can still find the relationships of changes in hormonal 

levels (determined from a blood test) and changes in parameters of the T2w distribution, 

e.g. mean T2w and FracT2w80.  

One potential experiment would be to study healthy pre-menopausal women 

through the menstrual cycle. The MRI exams should take place weekly for eight weeks 

during which the participants should have two menses. Before each MRI exam, the blood 

serum would be drawn to measure the level of hormones such as the estrogen metabolites 

that are related to changes in the menstrual cycle. The goal would be to study the correlation 

between T2w metrics calculated for each time point per subject and changes in the hormonal 

levels. In this study, we assume that the participants do not have systemic or local 

inflammation that would increase the T2w values. Thus, the correlation of changes in the 

hormonal levels and the changes in the T2w metric should suggest that T2w can be an 

indicator for hormonal changes in the breast. Since hormones are produced by glandular 
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tissues, the T2w maps may also be used to calculate the amount of active glandular tissues 

in the breast, e.g. by taking the ratio of the number of voxels with e.g., T2w > 80 ms to the 

total number of voxels in the breast.  

If T2w-based metric is correlated with glandular activities, the metric can be used as 

a clinical biomarker to monitor the effect of a drug in the breast providing more information 

on how the drug affects the breasts. Together with Frac50, the T2w-based metric will also 

contribute in the quest of understanding how and which components of BD (fibroglandular 

or adipose tissue) affect the breast cancer risks. 

Future work in DWI is to implement respiratory triggering to acquire data only 

during the quiescent period of the breathing cycle to reduce motion-induced errors in 

ADCw estimation. Respiratory triggering will increase the scan time. An alternative to 

reduce the extra scan time, is to reduce the number of b-values (< 5). To that end, we would 

need to investigate the optimal choice of b-values for the range of ADCw values seen in 

vivo (1.5-3 ×103 µm2/s) for accurate parameter estimation. As for using ADCw mapping as 

a marker of tissue cellularity, we would need to explore the threshold needed to exclude 

fluid-like voxels in fibroglandular tissues. This may be possible by imaging post-

menopausal women who based on the T2w maps have been identified to have no fluid-like 

voxels.  

In the GUI, a different procedure could be implemented for cases where manual 

corrections on the (failed) automated ROIs are required for many slices. One way to reduce 

the amount of corrections a user needs to provide is to use image registration. For example, 

a non-rigid transformation (96), consisting of translation, rotation, and deformation, can be 
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applied to translate a corrected ROI to the neighboring slice. Since the images (either water 

or fat) in the immediate neighboring slices look very similar in fat-water MRI, the ROI 

should be able to transform well enough so that the number of manual corrections needed 

in the new slice is minimized.  
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